parish directory

FOLKESTONE Kent, St Peter on the East Cliﬀ ABC, A
Forward in Faith Parish under the episcopal care of the Bishop of
Richborough. Sunday: 8am Low Mass, 10.30am Solemn Mass.
Evensong 6pm. Weekdays - Low Mass: Tues 7pm, Thur 12 noon.
Contact Father David Adlington or Father David Goodburn SSC tel: 01303 254472 www.stpeterschurchfolkestone. org.uk
e-mail: stpetersfolk@yahoo.co.uk

BATH Bathwick Parishes, St.Mary’s (bottom of Bathwick Hill),
St.John's(opposite the fire station) Sunday - 9.00am Sung Mass at
St.John's, 10.30am at St.Mary's 6.00pm Evening Service - 1st,
3rd &5th Sunday at St.Mary's and 2nd & 4th at St.John's.
Contact Fr.Peter Edwards 01225 460052 or

GRIMSBY St Augustine, Legsby Avenue Lovely Grade II
Church by Sir Charles Nicholson. A Forward in Faith Parish under
Bishop of Richborough. Sunday: Parish Mass 9.30am, Solemn
Evensong and Benediction 6pm (First Sunday). Weekday Mass:
Mon 7.00pm, Wed 9.30am, Sat 9.30am. Parish Priest: Fr.Martin
07736 711360

www.bathwickparishes.org.uk

BEXHILL on SEA St Augustine’s, Cooden Drive,TN39 3AZ
Sunday: Mass at 8am, Parish Mass with Junior Church at10am.
Further details: Father Robert Coates SSC on 01424 210 785
BIRMINGHAM St Agatha, Stratford Road, Sparkbrook (B11
1QT) “If it is worth believing in, it is worth travelling for” Sunday Mass
11am. Secure Parking. Contact 0121 449 2790
www.saintagathas.org.uk

BISHOP AUCKLAND St Helen Auckland, Manor Road,
West Auckland Medieval church, Forward in Faith, ABC. Sunday:
Sung Mass 10am, Evensong and Benediction 6pm. Weekday
Mass: Mon 7pm, Tues, Thur, Fri, Sat 9.30am, Wed 10am, Rosary
Mon 6.30pm. Parish Priest: Canon Robert McTeer SSC 01388
604152 www.sthelenschurch.co.uk
BLACKPOOL St Stephen on the Cliﬀs, Holmfield Road,
North Shore ABC, Forward in Faith, SSWSH Parish. Vicar: Canon
Andrew Sage SSC. Sundays: Said Mass 9am, Solemn Mass
(Traditional Language) 10.30am, Evening Service 6pm; easy
access and loop. Tel: 01253 351484 www.ststephenblackpool.co.uk
BOSTON LINCOLNSHIRE St Nicholas, Skirbeck
Boston’s oldest Parish Church. A Society and Forward in Faith
Parish under the Episcopal care of the Bishop of Richborough.
Sunday. Low Mass 8am (1st and 3rd), Sung Mass 9.30am. Daily
Mass, oﬃces, benediction and confessions as displayed on
notice boards. Rector: Fr Paul Noble SSC 01205 362734
www.forwardinfaithlincs.org.uk/stnicholasboston.html

BOURNEMOUTH St Ambrose, West Cliﬀ Road, BH4 8BE.
A Forward in Faith Parish, Resolutions ABC in place. Sunday:
8am Low Mass BCP, 10am Sung Mass Traditional Ceremonial,
6pm Evensong, 2nd Sunday of the month Choral Evensong with
Benediction. Parish Priest Fr Adrian Pearce SSC 01202 911569;
Parish oﬃce 01202 766772. Email: afpear2@gmail.com

BRISTOL Christ Church, Broad Street, Old City Centre BS1 2EJ
Resolutions ABC. Sunday 11am Choral Eucharist, 6.30pm Choral
Evensong with Anthem and Sermon. Georgian gem, Prayer
Book services, robed men and boys’ choir, Renatus Harris organ.
Tues, Thurs and major holy days: 1.05pm Eucharist. Regular
recitals and concerts (see website). During Interregnum contact
Roger Metcalfe, Churchwarden on 01275 332851
www.christchurchcitybristol.org

BROMLEY St George's Church, Bickley Sunday - 8.00am
Low Mass, 10.30am Sung Mass. Daily Mass - Tuesday 9.30am,
Wednesday and Thursday 10am, Friday 9.30am & 6.30pm,
Saturday 9.30am Mass & Rosary. Fr.Richard Norman 0208 295
6411. Parish website: www.stgeorgebickley.co.uk
CARDIFF near rail, bus, Millennium Stadium, city centre and Bay
Daily Mass St Mary, Bute Street Sunday: Solemn Mass 11am;
St Dyfrig and St Samson, Pentre Gardens Sunday: Solemn
Mass 9.30am. Parish Priest: Fr Graham Francis 02920 487777.
Associate Priest: Fr David Morris 029 2221 2177
CHARD The Good Shepherd, Furnham. Resolutions ABC
Sunday: Sung Mass 9.45am, Solemn Evensong and Benediction
(3rd Sunday only) 6pm. Weekday Masses: Tues 10am, Wed
6.30pm (with Healing and Reconciliation on the 4th Wed of the
month). Contact: Fr Jeﬀ Williams 01460 419527
www.churchofthegoodshepherd-chard.weebly.com

CHESTERFIELD St Paul, Hasland, Derbyshire Sunday: Sung
Mass 9.45am (Family Mass 1st Sunday), Evening Prayer 3.30pm.
Masses: Tues 7.15pm (Benediction last Tues of month), Friday 12
noon, Sat 8.30am. St James, Temple Normanton,
Chesterfield, Derbyshire Sunday: Parish Mass 11.30am, Thur:
Mass 7.15pm. Fr Malcolm Ainscough SSC 01246 232486
CHOPwELL Saint John the Evangelist NE17 7AN Forward
in Faith Parish ABC. Sunday - Sung Mass 10am. Daily Oﬃce &
Mass as displayed. Parish Priest: Fr Paul R Murray SSC 01207
561248 p.r.murray@durham.anglican.org
CROYDON S Michael & All Angels, Poplar Walk. FiF ABC.
Sunday: Low Mass 8.00am, Family Mass 9.30am, High Mass
11.00am, Evensong & Benediction 3.30pm (1st & 3rd Sunday).
Daily Mass Mon – Fri 12.30pm, also Wed 7.30am. Sat 11.00am.
Fr Ian Brothwood 020 8686 9343

BOURNEMOUTH St Francis of Assisi, Charminster Road
(corner of EastWay) A Forward in Faith Parish under the care of the
Bishop of Richborough. Resolutions ABC. Sunday: 8am Low
DEVIZES St Peter’s, Bath Road, Devizes,Wiltshire Society of
Mass, Parish Mass 10am (Family Mass last Sunday of the
St.Wilfrid and St.Hilda parish under the episcopal care of the
Month), Evening Service 6.30pm - first Sunday of each month.
Bishop of Ebbsfleet. All resolutions passed. Sunday: 8am BCP
stfrancis11@btinternet.com.
Low Mass; 10am Sung Mass. Wednesdays - 7pm Low Mass. On
www.stfrancis-bournemouth. org.uk
major festivals & Saints' Days - times vary. Contact Fr. Vincent
Perricone 01380 501481
BOwBURN, Durham Christ the King, Forward in Faith,
ABC. Sunday: 11am Sung Mass and Sunday School; Weekday
DONCASTER St Wilfrid’s, Cantley DN4 6QP A beautiful and
Mass: Wed 9.30am, Fri 6.30pm; Evening Prayer and Benediction historically significant church with much Comper restoration.
5.30pm last Saturday of month; Parish Priest: Fr John Livesley
Parish under the Episcopal care of the Bishop of Beverley – all
resolutions passed. Modern catholic worship with a friendly
SSC 01388 814817
atmosphere. Sunday: 8am Mass and 10am Parish Mass.
BRADFORD St Chad, Toller Lane (B6144, 1 mile from city
Wednesday: 9.30am Mass (followed by coﬀee morning). Friday:
centre). Sunday services: Low Mass 8.30am, Solemn Mass
8pm Mass. Visitors very welcome. Contact: Fr. Andrew Howard
10.45am, Evensong and Benediction 6.30pm. Weekday Masses ssc. (01302) 285316. fatherahoward@gmail.com
8am (except Monday 7pm, Wednesday 7.30pm and Thursday
9.15am). Parish Priest: Canon Ralph Crowe SSC 01274 543957.
DONCASTER Benefice of Edlington S John the
Resolutions ABC. English Missal/BCP www.st.chads.
Baptist with Hexthorpe S Jude, Sung Mass Sundays
dial.pipex.com
9.00am Edlington and 11.00am Hexthorpe, 7pm on Weekday
Solemnities, Confessions Edlington 6.45pm Wed and
BRIDPORT St Swithun Resolutions ABC. Sunday: Low
Hexthorpe 7.30pm Fri or by appointment. Normal Weekday
Mass 8am; Sung Mass 9.30am, Evensong and Benediction
Masses: Tues Edlington 7pm, Wed Hexthorpe 11.30am, Thurs
usually on second Sunday 6pm. Weekday Masses: Thur 10am.
Edlington 7pm, Fri Hexthorpe 7pm. Divine Oﬃce recited each
Enquiries should be made to the Churchwarden. Tel 01308
day (7.30am and 6.30pm Edlington) (8am and 5pm
425375.
Hexthorpe). Other occasions see noticeboards.
Contact: Fr Stephen Edmonds SSC - 01709858358
BRIGHTON wAGNER GROUP The Annunciation
fr.s.edmonds@gmail.com
(11am) Fr Michael Wells 01273 681431. St Barthlomew’s
(11am) Fr. David Clues 01273 620491. St Martin’s (10am) Fr
EASTBOURNE St Saviour’s A Forward in Faith Parish with
Trevor Buxton 01273 604687. St Michael’s (10.30am)
Resolution ABC. Sunday: Low Mass 8am, Solemn Mass10.30am.
Fr.Robert Norbury 01 273 727362. St Paul’s (11am) Fr.Robert
Daily Mass and Oﬃce. Details and information from Fr Jeﬀery
Norbury 01 273 727362. (Sunday Principal Mass times in
Gunn 01323 722317 www.stsaviourseastbourne.org.uk
brackets.)
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HARTLEPOOL St Oswald’s, BroughamTerrace. A Forward in
Faith Parish under the episcopal care of the Bishop of Beverly.
Sunday: Sung Mass 9.30am, Benediction 6pm. Daily Mass,
Oﬃces and Confessions as displayed. Parish Priest: Fr Graeme
Buttery SSC 01429 273201
HEMPTON Holy Trinity (near Fakenham, Norfolk). ABC, FiF.
The Church on the Green. Visit us on the way to Walsingham.
Mass on Sundays and Wednesdays at 10am. Linked to the
Shrine of OLW. Parish Priest: Fr Lockett SSC 01328 820030
KINGSTON-upon-THAMES St Luke, Gibbon Road (short
walk from Kingston railway station) Sunday: Low Mass (English
Missal) 8am, Sung Mass (Western Rite) 10.30am, Evensong and
Benediction 5pm. 3rd Sunday each month: Teddy Bears Service
for pre-schoolers 9.30am. Wed, 7pm Exposition, 8pm Mass. First
Sat of the month, 11.15am Mass of Our Lady of Walsingham.
For further information phone Fr Martin Hislop: Parish Oﬃce
020 8974 8079 www.stlukeskingston.co.uk
LEAMINGTON SPA St John the Baptist Parish under
the Episcopal care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet - all resolutions
passed. Daily Mass. Sunday: Low Mass 8am, Parish Mass
9.30am, Solemn Evensong and Benediction (1st Sunday only)
3.30pm. Traditional Catholic Worship in a friendly atmosphere.
Parish Priest: Fr David Lawson SSC 01926 422208
www.fifparish.com/stjohnleamington

LIVERPOOL St Agnes and St Pancras, Toxteth Park (FiF &
ABC) Sunday: Parish Mass 10am; Evensong and Benediction
6.30pm. Daily Mass. Sunday School. Glorious J L Pearson Church,
with modern catholic worship, good music and friendly
atmosphere. Parish Priest: Canon Christopher Cook SSC 0151 733
1742 www.stagnes.org.uk
LONDON E1w St Peter’s, London Docks A Forward in Faith
parish in the Fulham Bishopric. A registered parish of the Society
of S. Wilfred & S. Hilda. Sunday 8am Mass. 10am Solemn Mass
Daily Mass and Oﬃces. Father T E Jones SSC 020 7481 2985
www.stpeterslondondocks.org.uk

LONDON EC3 St Magnus the Martyr, LowerThames
Street (nearestTube: Monument or Bank) Resolutions ABC. Mass:
Sunday 11am, refreshments following, Tues, Wed, Thur and Fri
12.30. Visitors very welcome. www.stmagnusmartyr.org.uk Fr
Philip Warner rector@ stmagnusmartyr.org.uk
LONDON N21 Holy Trinity, Winchmore Hill. A Forward
in Faith, modern catholic parish under the Bishop of Fulham.
Every Sunday: Said Mass 9.00am and Sung Mass10.30am with
Junior Church. Weekdays: Tues to Fri 12 noon Angelus and Mass.
Saturday Mass 10am. For the Sacrament of Reconcilliation and
other enquires contact Fr Richard Bolton at
rdeb2010@btinternet.com or phone 0208 364 1583
LONDON Nw9 Kingsbury St Andrew A Fif Parish under
the Episcopal care of the Bishop of Fulham Sunday: Sung Mass
10.30am; , Thursday Mass 10am – both followed by
refreshments. Tube toWembley Park then 83 Bus (direction Golders
Green) toTudor Gardens Contact: Fr.Jason Rendell on 020 8205
7447 or standrews.kingsbury@london.anglican.org
www.standrewskingsbury.org

LONDON SE11 4BB St Agnes Kennington Park, St Agnes
Place - 8 minutes walk from both Kennington and the Oval tube stations
(Northern line) ABC/FinF. Sunday: 10am Solemn Mass. Daily Mass:
Mon to Fri 10am - Bible Study after Mass on Wed.
saintagneskenningtonpark. co.uk 020 7820 8050
frpaulensor@btconnect.com
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Lead
Story

Raspberry Ripple and the
Preaching of the Kingdom
Luke Miller on Catholic mission then, now, and in the future

In a way the answer is now what it was a century and more
ago, and always has been: the beginning of our mission is
prayer. We start with prayer because it is only insofar as we
proclaim Christ that we are sharing life and truth and not
propaganda. And our claim is not that we simply proclaim
Christ, but that we bring him, for he has promised that the
Holy Spirit is working in us that he might be with us: incarnate
through prayer, scripture, and sacrament; and especially in the
Blessed Sacrament, which is therefore the fount of mission.
• to convert the ungodly
He will lead you into all truth – him, not the methods. All
• to rouse the careless
is predicated on the constant call to personal holiness, which
• to quicken the lukewarm
is the first and prime method of mission. Not for nothing has
• to confirm the faithful
the Archbishop of Canterbury, in calling for a renewal of
• to prepare all for God and heaven
mission, called for a renewal of the Religious Life. But the
methods are important, for faith without works is dead. So
The new arrangements in the Church of England are an what are the methods?
opportunity for a renewal of catholic mission. Thank you for
We are becoming more learned in the methods of mission;
all the work you have done to achieve the opportunity we now because – let us not pretend – we have allowed ourselves to
have. Thank you for all the prayer and persuasion and forget some of what we once knew, and have failed to learn
explanation: it has brought a moment of opportunity. Or, some of what we now need to know. We need to go beyond
rather, it has reminded us of the opportunity and possibility visiting, and school assemblies, and the odd funeral. How good
that is always there, if only we will raise our eyes to see it.
it is that schools of mission are getting going: we are sharing
The Holy Spirit is always leading us into all truth. Mission some of the best practice, and studying what works.
is to cooperate with what he is already doing to lead us into all
All I want to say on those practical things now is this: don’t
truth, and others with us. In this moment the duty to mission, be afraid of the methods, and be ready to take risks. There is a
which we always have, has been emphasised by the lot of tosh, but there is also a grammar to mission work: things
encouragement of others. Many who disagree with us in that can be taught and learned. Let us not be afraid to seek
various degrees said they wanted our mission, and they teachers in surprising places. There are some great
worked hard with us and for us – at some cost to some of partnerships where catholic parishes join with others of very
them. We are thankful for those who have shown great different stamp to achieve great things; there are examples
graciousness towards us. They have laid a welcome duty on us: from ‘Christianity Explored’ courses to Night Shelters. There
a welcome duty to be zealous for the catholic mission they have are increasingly well understood mission methods: from popasked us to bring to the Church of England.
up cafés to Alpha groups, through youth and children’s work,
We will need graciousness in our zeal and generosity in and by effective missional social engagement. There are studies
our orthodoxy; for, whatever we might at times have thought in it all – let’s read them, and contribute to them. We have
we wanted, we have not been offered
much to learn and we have much to
a place which is off behind high walls
we will need graciousness in our offer. Let us not think that the Holy
and protected from all contact with
Spirit stopped leading the church
zeal and generosity in our
others. The church will not be
into the truth of how to evangelise in
orthodoxy
sectarian and separatist, like
about 1950, or that he does not use
Neapolitan ice cream – where you
the insights of others in the church
can eat one flavour without having to taste the rest. It will be as much as our own as his tool to teach.
catholic and embracing, like raspberry ripple: the distinction
But what is Catholic mission? Muttering along
is there, and at points will be acute, but it’s all mixed up.
underneath the louder and seemingly more urgent needs of
But it’s all very well to say we need a renewal of catholic our engagement with questions of Holy Order has been the
mission. We no longer live in the Wild West days of Fr Lowder. debate about what it means to be missional. We have worried
We need mission which is renewed for our days. So it is pretty about how proper it is for those who proclaim an abandoned
urgent we know what the practice of our mission is, and how and crucified Christ incessantly to count numbers. We have
we collaborate with the Holy Spirit so that he may lead us into asked whether the language of management is quite right for
all truth.
the living Body of Christ. We hear that Father has been asked
The Holy Spirit will lead you into all truth (John 16.13)
Buried in the Church of England Archive Centre at
Bermondsey there is a very large scrapbook of mission posters
from the end of the 19th century. Some of them look for all
the world like the ‘Wanted’ posters of the Wild West, with
which they are contemporaneous. Amongst them is a handbill
prepared by Fr Lowder for a mission at St Peter’s, London
Docks. It proclaims the purposes of a mission:
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what his leadership style is, but we know he knows best, even indifference as to the conversion of others, its own Christianity
if he says he is collaborative; and surely he does not need any begins to die out. All baptised Christians in all states of life are
ministerial development because priesthood is about being, therefore called to be missionaries because to be united with
not doing. But then we look around us and see that there is Christ is to be called by him to share his work of evangelism.
mission going on, that there are churches that are thronged,
‘To bring the Good News’, Fr Congrege said, ‘is not a
and that there are people who are keen to come to hear the favour that we do for the heathen, but a necessary instinctive
word of God and even to celebrate the sacraments.
action of the new nature of Christ in us’. The evangelist is
We have sought to do whatever we do in word or deed in helped by those evangelised: ‘we ourselves receive help and
the name of the Lord Jesus. Ours has been an incarnational grace from those who are won to Christ’. The Church is
theology from the beginning,
incomplete without them: ‘all the
starting from the fact that the Word
members share in the enrichment of
we have a theology of mission,
was made flesh and lived among us.
life in virtue which the conversion of
and we have methods, and can
In these last months I have been
each new member brings’.
studying Fr George Congreve SSJE, a
We love our glorious past: perhaps
and should learn more
profound teacher of the catholic
too much, sometimes. Our past was
faith who is now largely forgotten. He taught that our mission evangelical, characterised by active mission that was intrinsic
begins not with obedience to the great commission to go out to catholic life. We have a theology of mission, and we have
and baptise all nations – as a sort of bolt on activity – but with methods, and can and should learn more. In this moment we
the fact that through the incarnation Christ has made all have been called to the happy duty to evangelise. Our mission
people one in him, and continues to unite us to himself begins here at the altar where Christ unites us to himself. It
through the sacraments, especially our shared baptism and the returns there; but we are sent on the mission journey out from
union we have with him in the Eucharist.
here. Let us again begin that journey. He is leading us into all
Mission is necessary for the Church: not so that numbers truth. ND
might be extended, but because to reject it is to turn away from
The Venerable Luke Miller is Archdeacon-designate of London.
Christ whose mission is to draw all people to himself. So when This sermon was preached at the National Assembly Mass on 14
a church loses is missionary enthusiasm, and allows November 2015.

National Assembly 2015
A selection of photographs taken at St Alban's, Holborn, on 14 November
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Communion, Catholicity,
and a Catholic Life
The Bishop of Ebbsfleet expounds the recent statements of the Council of Bishops of the Society

I

n his great encyclical ecumenism, Ut unum sint, Pope John – the Council asked the Bishops of The Society, as teachers
Paul II recalled with approval the well-known saying of and pastors, to revisit the topic of ecclesial communion and to
Pope John XXIII: ‘What unites us is much greater than share their teaching and guidance.
what divides us’. It is a line that is often used these days in
The initial drafting was an attempt to capture a lively and
secular and cultural circles. But it is worth recalling that they long conversation at one of our regular Council meetings. First
are in fact words of a pope speaking about the divided we asked for that initial drafting to be shared and tested with
churches; and that they express a conviction in the heart John the retired bishops of The Society, and also with a selection of
XXIII which led him to call the Second Vatican Council. The clergy and lay people from Forward in Faith and the Catholic
fiftieth anniversary of that Council’s closing session falls this Group in Synod. Following their comments, and a certain
year.
amount of redrafting, the statements were shared formally
To Anglican ears – aware as we are of the recent tensions with the Council as a way of consulting with representative
and fragmentations in our own local and international life, not clergy and laity in the Catholic movement. Their comments
to mention the promise of future difficulties yet to come – the were reported to the bishops at their July meeting. They
papal affirmation that ‘what unites Christians is much greater revised the statements in the light of those comments, and
than what divides’, is at least poignant, even ironic. We don’t signed them off for publication.
easily feel it; but that doesn’t stop it being true. It is one of the
Throughout the process we were aware of a double focus:
most significant achievements of the ecumenical movement a desire to respond to the needs of the parishes and groups who
that Christians are able, to a degree previously unthinkable, to look to us as bishops; but also to make ourselves accountable
give an account of the basis of their unity: those things they to the rest of the CofE, and indeed the rest of the Church
can already make visible together, and those things that will beyond it. The text has since been shared by our chairman
require more prayer, repentance, and dialogue before a united with all the serving bishops of the CofE, and the range of
witness can be given.
reaction so far has been almost entirely appreciative: both
Paradoxically, this ecumenical achievement now comes to among those for whom it was written, and from those who do
our aid as Anglicans who desire to be obedient to the living not agree, but who genuinely seek to find a positive and
tradition of the Church. It provides us with perspective by peaceful outworking of our new context.
which we can understand the situation we find ourselves in –
where certain kinds of division that used to be outside our Background
Anglican life are increasingly part of it – and it gives us tools Two things lie behind the Statements. First, some deep
to help discern how we can live and flourish, and give our background. In the last hundred years or so there has been
witness with integrity. Naturally, we should also look to the growing ecumenical agreement about what the Church of
genius of Anglicanism itself to help us: to all the spiritual gifts God actually is. The Church is not an organization or
institution, even if its presence in the
that God has poured out on the
world bears some of those marks. It
English Church since its foundation,
the range of reaction so far has
is a community reconciled to one
including in the past 500 years; and
been almost entirely appreciative another in the risen Christ, sharing
because, as Pope John Paul II and
through him in the fullest
Archbishop Robert Runcie said in
their famous joint declaration in 1989, ‘Even in the years of imaginable communion of life with the Father, Son, and Holy
our separation we have been able to recognize gifts of the Spirit Spirit. Sharing in their communion, which the Holy Spirit
makes possible in the body of the risen Christ, is for human
in each other’.
My task is to present the thinking of the Bishops of The beings (to quote the sixth-century writer Boethius) both ‘our
Society in their recent statements on Communion, Catholicity, journey and our journey’s end’. Through the sacraments,
and a Catholic Life. In them we try – in what we believe is a especially Baptism and the Eucharist, God transforms our
classically Anglican and recognizably catholic way – to address individual lives ‘in communion’ with him in the Church.
Baptism is the basis of communion with God, and it is the
our new context with teaching and pastoral guidance by giving
new vocabulary for conversation, both with one another and only sure visible boundary of the Church. The Eucharist is its
with those in the Church of England whose views are very fullest expression and summit, and shapes the Church at every
level. This understanding of salvation and communion has
different from our own.
The initiative behind these statements came from the been key to thinking about the Church in the last century, so
Forward in Faith Council. Mindful of the emerging new it is no surprise that it should frame our teaching and guidance
situation – with the ordination of women as bishops on the to you now.
Secondly, there is some more immediate history. Some
one hand, and the gathering reality of The Society on the other
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time ago, to the real dismay of those of us who consider the to the need for clarity about what can be positively recognised
Anglican Communion and its heritage to be a gift of God to in others, as much as about what isn’t certain.
the Church as a whole, the Church of England failed at the
The crucial third chapter presents the challenging notion
diocesan level to endorse the Draft Anglican Covenant. of the ‘highest possible degree of communion’ (mentioned in
Nonetheless we have, recently, been able to enter into a kind the fifth Guiding Principle). To be sure, changes in the
of covenant, a binding agreement, within the CofE, enshrined episcopate have significantly reduced the visibility and
in a House of Bishops’ Declaration. The intention behind the recognizability of the CofE as a church ‘founded on the
Declaration is to relate in a single ordered body those who (on Gospels and on the ancient common traditions’; but many
the grounds of theological conviction) accept and those who catholic features can still be positively recognized and
cannot accept the ministry of women bishops and priests.
nurtured. We have not simply been reduced to a ‘baseline’ of
The third of the Declaration’s five guiding principles common baptism. As the Statement says – and not for the first
concerns discernment of the question in the wider Christian time in recent Anglican history – the harm done to the reality
tradition, and is the most outward
of our communion by recent changes is
facing of the principles. In it the CofE’s God transforms our individual best likened to a localized tear in the
decision that ‘all orders of ministry are
fabric of teaching and relationships,
lives ‘in communion’ with him rather than a complete tearing apart.
open equally to all, without reference
in the Church
to gender’ is recognized to be set, as a
Here the language used jointly by popes
matter of principle, ‘within a broader
and archbishops of Canterbury about
process of discernment . . . within the whole Church of God’, Anglicans and Roman Catholics already sharing a communion
and it names those churches with whom Anglicans claim to that is ‘certain yet imperfect’, and ‘real but incomplete’, is very
share the apostolic faith and historic succession. The principle helpful. The challenge now to everyone in the CofE is to work
doesn’t claim any certainty that changes in the Church of out what the highest possible degree of prayerful relationship,
England’s sacramental practice or theology will eventually be service, and mission will look like between those who are not
received by the Church as a whole. So in the present situation in full communion.
our commitment – indeed our obedience – to the Catholic
The fourth chapter reminds us that as Anglican Catholics
consensus means remaining faithful to the historic teaching in this context we have a witness to offer: the witness of being
and tradition of Anglicans, which we believe are substantially a part of the wider Church, not claiming to be the definitive
recognizable by the Church at large.
face of the Church. The sin of schism may be defined as the
refusal to act as part of the whole. Our witness in the CofE
Theology
will involve – among other things – recalling other Anglicans
The theological sequence of the bishops’ work is set out in the to their part in the wholeness and fullness of the Church
first statement. In the first chapter we affirm that the universal universal, and their accountability to it.
Church is, in St Cyprian’s words, ‘a people brought into unity
The fifth, last, and shortest chapter reminds us that
from the unity of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit’. The Church communion in Jesus Christ is a demanding and outgoing
is, again, the community in which God transforms our enterprise of discipleship to the point of sacrifice; and its
individual lives ‘in communion’ with him. It is an invitation reality is tested by our service of the poor and the powerless.
addressed to all Christians in every age, in spite of their
On the day of my ordination as bishop I opened my
historical divisions.
homily before Benediction at St Alban’s, Holborn, with words
But the communion Christians share is not invisible and from Metropolitan Anthony Bloom. ‘We should try’, he said,
disembodied; it is visible, recognizable, and incarnate. As ‘to live in such a way that if the Gospels were lost, they could
Dietrich Bonheoffer said, ‘the body of Jesus Christ is a visible be re-written by looking at us’. In that brief sentence we come
Body or else it is not a body at all’; and it is a visibility that full circle and touch again what the Church is: not an
increases as communion deepens and broadens. In the ARCIC organisation, not an association for humanitarian or secular
dialogue, Roman Catholics and Anglicans especially have been purposes; but a living body, a communion of sisters and
able to agree and enumerate all the key elements that brothers in the body of Jesus Christ, who unites all in himself.
constitute full visible communion between churches: qualities It is a body, I went on to say, in which love has the primacy and
that each must have for there to be full communion between only service has real authority. And that must mean that, as
them, including the ministry of oversight which ensures that St Paul reminds us, we must ‘put away from [our] life all
unity and communion are expressed and fostered at every bitterness and wrath and anger and wrangling and slander,
level.
together with all malice’ (Eph. 4.31). That is a way of life from
The second chapter is closely linked to the first, and says which we are called to turn away.
that the clergy and parishes of The Society – gathered around
the bishops who are entrusted with their oversight in the Communion
terms of the Declaration – seek to be an expression of many, So, to sum up the theology: all Christians are in communion,
if not all, of the features of full visible communion. We do not but communion to different degrees. First, there is baptismal
claim any higher ground or a ‘safe territory’ set apart; but what communion: the unshakeable basis of life in Christ, which
we offer is an act of witness in the Church of England to the already gives all Christians access to the communion that God
priority of God’s purposes of catholic fullness and unity, and
continued on page 9
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The Catholic Group in General Synod,
2010-2015
Simon Killwick reflects on the last quinquennium

T

he last five years on Synod was a roller-coaster ride deaneries and dioceses. We need to engage positively with the
over legislation for women bishops. It began with the life of the wider Church, to show that we are really interested
emergence of inadequate legislation based on a Code in it, and to build up good relationships.
of Practice, which would have condemned the Church to
In some ways, the settlement we have over women bishops
resolving theological disputes in the secular courts. There were is better than a new Province would have been. The danger of
a number of attempts to amend and improve the legislation: a new Province was that it could have been like a Continuing
by both Archbishops; the Manchester motion; and the House Church within a Church: a ghetto cut off from the rest. The
of Bishops. All were lost. It was then clear to the Catholic history of Continuing Churches is generally not a happy one,
Group that we had no alternative but to press the nuclear as internal disagreements lead to conflict and division. Being
button, and work for the defeat of the legislation: building up part of a wider whole encourages a more responsible attitude
the numbers of those who would vote against it at Final to internal disagreement. The good thing about the
Approval. The train crash we had warned against took place Ordinariate, too, is that it is very much part of a wider whole.
in November 2012, when the legislation failed to gain the
It is for our own good that we need the discipline of being
majorities it needed. It still seems incredible that there was no part of a wider whole. Having chosen to remain in the Church
plan to deal with the likely defeat of the legislation, which of England we must be wholehearted about our engagement
resulted in a torrent of anger and
with that Church, even as we look to
the new settlement is better for wider Catholic unity. A vital part of
abuse directed at those who had
voted against. We called for early the whole Church of England than our vocation is to remind the Church
talks to be held to try and resolve the
of England of the responsibility of
the previous failed legislation
situation; after some initial
wider Catholic unity – positive
hesitation, talks were convened.
engagement with our Church at
They led to a huge improvement in relationships, and a every level enables us to fulfil that vocation.
workable settlement was reached remarkably quickly. There
The members of the Catholic Group are deeply grateful
is widespread agreement that the new settlement is better for for all the support we have received from Forward in Faith
the whole Church of England than the previous failed over the years, and continue to receive. There has been
legislation; but there has been no apology for the vitriol heaped practical and financial support which has been vital to our
on those who secured its defeat.
work; successive Directors of Forward in Faith have been
One of the key lessons from all this is the importance of invaluable with their advice and support, too. That said, the
talks outside the synodical process. There were two attempts Catholic Group has always reserved the right to make its own
at talks behind the scenes while the Measure that failed was decisions. At the time when the former leadership of Forward
going through the Synod. They both took place in Coventry, in Faith and the southern PEVs were looking to the
and were facilitated by Canon David Porter. Unfortunately on establishment of the Ordinariate, the Catholic Group took the
both occasions the synodical process was already too far view that this was not what the majority of Anglo-Catholics
advanced for there to be a serious engagement with the talks. were looking for; even though it was right for some. We
The disastrous end of that process led to a new seriousness in therefore decided to persevere with seeking a settlement
the talks that then followed. Clearly this is a lesson that has within the Church of England.
been learned, with talks currently taking place on human
This will be my last speech to the National Assembly as
sexuality prior to any debate in Synod. It is important that we Chairman of the Catholic Group – I am one of nearly 50 per
play a full part in the talks, recognising that they are on a cent of members of both the Catholic Group and the Synod
different issue, and that the outcome may be very different.
who did not seek re-election. In my case this was after 17 years
Much of the work of the Synod takes place outside formal on the Synod, and nearly 10 years as Chairman of the Catholic
debates. Much of it is informal networking in the tearooms Group (ten of the most turbulent and time-consuming years
and the bars, and I am glad to say that the Catholic Group has to be Chairman). I am sure that a very excellent new
worked hard in building up positive relationships with other Chairman will be elected; we also have a fantastic new
Synod members. Catholic Group members also took part in a Catholic Group, including a good number of younger
wide range of committees, which are invaluable for networking members. A younger Group will make it clear that we are very
and contributing positively to the running of the Church. Our much part of the future of the Church.
work in all these areas has helped to earn respect and build up
We all owe a huge debt to Anne Gray for all her hard work
positive relationships. I am sure that the new Catholic Group and perseverance as our Elections Officer. I would also like to
will be vigorous in engaging with the wider Synod in this way. thank the members of the national Elections Steering
This is also something we can all do at a more local level in Committee. Elections co-ordinators and teams up and down
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the country have done a great job in helping so many workers in the Lord. There is still much healing and
candidates to be elected. I very much hope that elections reconciliation needed, and we must be pro-active in seeking
teams will not disband, but will continue to ensure we have it: for the good of the Church, and to fulfil the teaching of the
candidates for Diocesan Synod and other local elections, and Gospel. It can be done. One of the finest debates of the last
any casual vacancies to General
Synod was on my private member’s
A vital part of our vocation is to
Synod. One or two dioceses –
motion on Senior Church
Chichester and Exeter, I believe – remind the CofE of the responsibility Leadership; no one voted against
have for many years had a
the motion – an incredible
of wider Catholic unity
diocesan elections committee
turnaround from our position in
planning and overseeing elections; it would be good if every previous years. We need to look for opportunities at every
diocese had such a committee. It could well be a key task for level, local and national, to take something forward for the
local Forward in Faith branches: either to ensure that there is good of the Church, which will draw others in, bringing
a local elections committee, or to undertake that task healing and reconciliation, mutual respect and Christian love.
themselves.
ND
At every level, we need to reach out to fellow members of Canon Simon Killwick remains Rector of Moss Side, in the diocese
the Church of England in love and fellowship, and as co- of Manchester.

Communion, Catholicity, and a Catholic Life

continued

gives and calls us to. Secondly, there is full communion: the
This visible communion will be the engine of visible
environment of assured visible, sacramental, and holy flourishing parishes. But we shall not have the chance if PCCs
community in the Church, which in our case we modestly do not pass the new Resolution. We bishops can only have
hope is recognizable to other catholic Christians.
oversight where our ministry is properly assigned by the
Between these two we have the idea of degrees of diocesan bishops. That is the real priority for the coming
communion and even ‘the highest possible degree of twelve months.
communion’. In other words, here is real potential for
Meanwhile, the idea of the ‘highest possible degree of
relationship in Christ short of full communion: where some communion’ has long been our commitment ecumenically, but
features of what it means to be the Church are positively is now a reality at closer quarters between Anglicans. We
recognizable, even if others are not.
cannot approach this without the sense of penitence that
Some of this theology lay behind the 1994 Statement on accompanies any Christian division. But we can also approach
Communion crafted by our
it with confidence, knowing that
forebears. But it was expressed then, we do not claim any higher ground God calls us to reconciliation.
perhaps understandably, in terms of
There are a great many things that
or a ‘safe territory’ set apart
a pulling back: a withdrawal after
we can and must do in our dioceses
changes had been made to the
and deaneries: especially in prayer
priesthood. Now we want – indeed we are challenged by our and discipleship, mission, and service. And those synodical
bishops and by the CofE – to step forward, to use the decision-making structures mustn’t be neglected either.
provisions of the Declaration, and to thrive as loyal Anglicans.
We should remember that occasionally, in special
What then, are the practical implications of all this for our circumstances – and here no one can be compelled – it would
real lives in communion with other Christians? The answer not be wrong to receive holy communion when the celebrant
lies in the distinctions above. We’ve come to recognize himself is known to be a priest or bishop in the historic
baptismal communion clearly in ecumenical dialogue. We succession. The Declaration’s challenge to the bishops
rejoice that we are called alongside the colossal variety of [paragraph 28] is quite strong. In such circumstances ask
baptized Christians across the world, ‘whom no man can yourselves, ‘What here is positively recognizable?’ and try to
number’, to be changed as disciples of Jesus Christ into to a be at peace about what is not. It is possible to act with both
single community of faith and love.
love and discipline.
As for full communion – which the CofE traditionally
In that spirit, I conclude with a comment that Fr Yves
safeguarded for all its communicant members prior to the Congar, the great theologian of Vatican II, records in one of
changes made to holy order – we rejoice that the CofE is newly his essays on Christian diversity and division. He quotes a
committed to enabling catholic teaching and tradition to famous French essayist of the early 20th century. ‘By all means
flourish within its life and structures in parishes, duly let our ideas be clear; let us present them in all their rigour.
entrusted to the oversight of Society bishops, and living the For this is a condition of honesty. Let us serve them with all
visible sacramental life that has its source and summit in the our might. For this is the exercise of our courage. But, just as
Eucharist. This, the Society bishops say, is the ordinary and we leave a margin on our writing paper for revisions and
typical setting for all aspects of our visible sacramental life: for corrections and for everything not yet found, and for the truth
receiving Holy Communion; for the ministry of episcopal and for which we can still only hope, let us leave around our ideas
priestly oversight; for confirmations and ordinations the margin of fraternity.’ ND
(including, we hope, of deacons); for the shared mission and
This address was delivered at the Forward in Faith National
formation of the clergy, including concelebration.
Assembly on 14 November 2015.
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A healthy place to be
Lord Williams of Oystermouth on Laudato Si’: Part 2

B

ecause of the eagerness of some commentators to stir you could fairly say that he is suggesting that only when his
the pot of controversy over the causes of climate ‘cultural revolution’ is in hand can we properly understand
change, this appeal for cultural revolution has been politics itself. If our thinking and sensibilities are wedded to
pushed to one side in a predictable flurry of what it is tempting the will and its dramas, politics slips toward that marketized
to call counter-pontification. Some have said indignantly that condition that increasingly dominates electoral campaigns: tell
the Pope has no charism of authoritative teaching on scientific us (aspirant politicians) what you want and we shall argue
matters, and so have excused themselves from thinking about about which of us can give it to you most effectively; never
the underlying theological point.
mind what our social life might be for.
In fact, of course, no one, least of all the Pope, has claimed
Solidarity with the world of which we are part and
or would claim such a magisterium; but what the Pope actually solidarity among us as its inhabitants belong together;
says on this subject is grounded, entirely justifiably, in two environmental justice (justice for the poor, justice for the next
things: first, a massive professional consensus on the rate of generation, as spelled out in 159–60) teaches us about
climate modification; and secondly, the direct experience of ordinary justice and lawfulness between citizens – and vice
those living in the world’s most vulnerable environments, who versa.
will bear witness to the measurable effect of desertification or
So it is no surprise that the argument returns more than
rising sea levels.
once to the question of how local cultures are to be heard,
In such a situation, if it is rationally arguable (as it respected, and given real agency (144); how we escape from
unquestionably is) that certain modifications in human the assumption that the discourse of the ‘developed’ world is
behaviour can alter the situation, even marginally, for the the only unchallengeable orthodoxy around the globe today.
better, and if it is theologically arguable (as it unquestionably Change involves valuing the local, and so valuing the
is) that our habits of consumption reveal a spiritually apparently modest gesture, the symbolically weighty but
disastrous condition, then it is frankly a diversionary tactic to practically limited action that simply declares what might be
make debating points about the Pope’s non-infallibility on done differently. St Thérèse of Lisieux is invoked to good effect
scientific affairs.
here (230), and this is a very significant issue if we are to avoid
Also striking is the encyclical’s consistent emphasis on giving the impression of a crisis so intense that no small gesture
solidarity as a rule-of-thumb test for the moral defensibility is worthwhile. And it is with this in mind that the encyclical
of this or that policy. In Chapter IV
in its final pages (233–7) sets out a
especially, Pope Francis reflects on the law loses credibility when the strong theology of the sacramental
the inseparability of social health
life, underlining not only the way in
social order manifestly fails to
and cohesion on the one hand and
which the Eucharist reveals the inner
protect the poorest
harmony with the environment on
energy of all material creation by the
the other (yet again, there is
grace of the Incarnate Word but also
conspicuous reference to Pope Benedict’s thought). Pope the ‘sabbatical’ vision of time made spacious in the celebration
Francis comes back here to the question of law: in many of God’s gifts.
settings, the rule of law is a sorry fiction, with an
‘We are called to include in our work a dimension of
administrative elite exploiting public process to advance receptivity and gratuity’ (237); and, strikingly, St John of the
private interest; and even in less corrupt environments, the Cross is cited (234) as establishing the continuity in absolute
law loses credibility when the social order manifestly fails to difference that is God’s presence in the created order. Ignoring
protect the poorest.
or distorting our responsibility in the material world is
In a passage clearly marked by Pope Francis’s experience ultimately a denial of that eternal relatedness that is God’s own
as a pastor in Latin America, he lays out the connections Trinitarian life: we need to discover a spirituality rooted in
between a lawlessly drug-abusing culture in a wealthy society, ‘that global solidarity which flows from the mystery of the
the toxic social and political distortions imposed by this on Trinity’ (240).
poorer societies, the economic and environmental degradation
In short, this is more than an encyclical on the
produced by the requirements of drug supply, and the environment: it has clear and provocative things to say about
resultant decay of the rule of law all round (142). The pope’s our environmental responsibility and our current cultural
vision – crucially – holds together what the rule of law is about malaise in this regard, but, by grounding its environmental
(the security of persons from harm and the possibility of equal critique in a critique of the soul of the contemporary
access to redress for all) with the acceptance of a world of developed world, it presents a genuinely theological vision
mutual respect and the understanding of limits.
with implications in several distinct areas. It was, for example,
Here, as at several points, Pope Francis makes it clear that good to read (149ff) a brief but penetrating reflection on the
his commitment to environmental justice is not in the least an actual geography of our urban environments, on how we
advocacy of political primitivism or benign anarchy. Indeed, display what we think matters in the way we design our civic
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spaces. These paragraphs should be a powerful diagnostic tool traditional dogmatics, looking back to those patristic and
for understanding better what has to be done to rescue urban monastic sources in which ethics, liturgy, spirituality, and
society – not only what support services should be available doctrine were not separated.
but what absolutely practical considerations should enter into
It is this hinterland that makes Pope Francis so hard to
the design of shared space, even the materials used in building. categorize in the eyes of those who think only in terms of left
And, again echoing things that have been said from the and right as conventionally imagined. And that is, I believe, a
Vatican often enough in the past decade, the issues around very healthy place for a theologian, a pope, or indeed a church,
environmental risk prompt some hard questions about how a to be. If we can lift our heads from the trenches of
world still passionately committed to a model of absolute state contemporary media-driven controversy, what we are being
sovereignty (except where globalized finance is concerned, of offered in this encyclical is, in the very fullest sense, a theology
course) devises effective instruments for international of liberation, drawing our minds and hearts toward a
monitoring and sanctioning of ecological threats.
converted culture that is neither what T. S. Eliot called ‘ringing
A final point: If I had a single reservation about the the bell backwards’, pining for a lost social order and a lost form
theology of Evangelii gaudium, it would
or style of authority, nor a religiously
have been that an understandable
this is more than an encyclical inflected liberalism, but a genuinely
desire to avoid any churchy
ecclesial vision.
on the environment
preciousness about liturgy made the
The Pope’s cultural revolution is
brief remarks about the sacramental
about restored relationship with the
life in that document feel just a little perfunctory. This creation we belong with and the Creator who made us to share
encyclical more than makes up for that in the eloquent his bliss in communion; it is about the unbreakable links
reflections on the sacraments in its concluding pages. It is between contemplation, eucharist, justice, and social
interesting that the theologian most often quoted in the transformation. It constitutes a major contribution to the
document, apart from previous pontiffs, is Romano Guardini ongoing unfolding of a body of coherent social teaching, and
– not only a writer admired by Pope Benedict, but one who a worthy expansion and application of the deeply impressive
represents just that ecclesially and liturgically informed doctrinal syntheses of Pope Benedict’s major encyclicals. ND
theology which came to fruition in Europe on the eve of
Vatican II, presenting a coherent, imaginatively vivid, socially This article was first published in Commonweal on 23 September
and politically critical worldview profoundly rooted in a highly 2015, and appears here by permission.
Edward King, the saintly Bishop of
Lincoln from 1885 to 1910, taught
that the communion with God which
we call prayer was natural to
humanity. His approach to spirituality
was a gentle one, which had none of
the ‘going against’ asceticism of so
much Catholic and Puritan guidance.
For King it was a developing of a
‘capacity’ and an ‘aptitude’. He
advised that we should use our wills,
imaginations, and intelligence to
develop this ability to know God and
to be responsive to the Holy Spirit.
This is an invitation to each
individual, and the first response must
be one of simple love and trust in
Jesus Christ. King’s key message
throughout his ministry was to urge
his people to be ‘Christ-like
Christians’. Despite his own involvement in the church controversies of
the time, he did not think that
religious piety was the same as life in
Christ. Indeed, in his later years he
became rather tired of church and
more engaged with creation: always
sharpening his focus on the beauty he
saw in creation, and the grace he saw

Ghostly
Counsel
Developing Capacity
Andy Hawes is Warden of
Edenham Regional Retreat House
at work in the people he met. His was
a heart full of adoration and
thanksgiving.
As we anticipate in our prayer and
worship our celebration of the
Incarnation of Our Lord we might well
reflect again on its implications for
our capacity and aptitude to know
God. As we hear again the Scripture
readings of the Christmas season we
hear how God has come to ‘dwell’ with
us, in our ‘flesh’, restoring the first
glory of humanity in all its capacity
and aptitude to know and be known
by God. In the same Scriptures we
hear and see creation alerting and
guiding humanity in its search for God
for ‘all things were made by him and
without him was not anything made.’

King’s sermons are marked by a
close attention to the person of Jesus
in whose humanity he sees this
capacity and aptitude pioneered and
exemplified. He sees in Jesus God’s
gracious dealing with humanity
nurturing and guiding individuals to a
fullness of life in which their capacity
to know God is released and realised.
Hence his favourite sentence from the
psalms ‘thy gentleness has made me
great.’ God his humble and gentle in
his dealings with each of us.
In the Eucharist and in Holy
Communion the mystery of the
Incarnation – and our capacity to
know and aptitude to share God’s life
– is revealed in a profound way. King
celebrated the Eucharist daily, and
had a distinct Anglican view of its
spirituality. ‘In our Holy Communion’,
he taught, ‘God is not out or up there,
he is indwelling – Emmanuel – God
with us.’ At Confirmation sermons he
often used the illustration of the
manger. ‘when you hold out your
hands to receive the communion
wafer, you make a manger for Christ
to be held; to be born in you.’
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Give us this Bread always
The Bishop of Burnley on reclaiming Catholic evangelism: Part 2

C

atholic evangelism is first and foremost sacramental. and each other. So at the very heart of the Sacramental world
But if we agree on that premise, it then has a view is a positive vision of what it means to be human. That is
profound impact on our approaches to evangelism what lies behind our social action, our community ministry,
and our understanding of what it is to be converted. I want to and our desire to take a stand for the dignity of human life.
draw out three features of a Catholic or Sacramental Because what we see at the Altar we are compelled to work
evangelism, and to illustrate each one with a story of a church for in our daily lives. We take a stand for the preciousness of
that is doing something right. In this I am attempting to define every human life, born or unborn. We work for a society that
what is distinctive about Catholic evangelism, not define or reflects the heavenly banquet that we see foreshadowed at the
describe evangelism in general; and I’m going to talk more Eucharistic feast: a society where all have a place and all have
about principle than practice, though I will touch on practice enough.
in the next edition.
So as Eucharistic Christians we have a strong and positive
Catholic evangelism is rooted in a positive and vision of what it is to be human. I often think that that is what
compelling vision of human life and human flourishing. makes our tradition distinctive. Recently the Bishops were
About two years ago a parish in north London realised that discussing what was presented as major paper on discipleship
the local advice services had undergone huge cuts in Local and leadership: a paper intended as the theological engine
Authority funding. A community law centre had folded and behind the huge changes that are being planned to theological
the Citizens’ Advice Bureau was under threat. The area the education. I read the paper and I felt depressed, so I read it
church served had enormous social issues, especially around again and felt even more depressed. And then I realised what
debt and housing, and increasingly people had nowhere to go was lacking. I couldn’t find any humanity in it.
to find help and advice. Moreover, with many local residents
The paper started with God and told us how big he was,
speaking English as a second language and many suffering poor how nice he was, how powerful and amazing. It then moved
literacy, many people had problems even filling in basic forms. on to us and said that, since God was so big and amazing we
The parish decided it was being called to do something. So had to be tremendously grateful and so become disciples and
they wrote round to all the local solicitors’ firms to see if they do lots of things for him and work very hard and do as he told
could find a partner in setting up a free legal drop-in. us, even if that meant getting ordained. And I thought: how
Amazingly, one wrote back to say that they had been exploring miserable. I don’t want to do that. It is a vision of human life
this for ages, but, whilst many of their solicitors were keen to that is almost Stalinist in its narrowness. Replace God with
help, they had been unable to find premises or volunteers to the state, replace the disciples with the worker, and there really
open the building and book people in. Within a few weeks the isn’t a great deal of difference. It could be lifted straight out of
drop-in was running for the first time and 25 people arrived: George Orwell. It lacked any attractive or compelling vision
many in dire straits, some on the verge of homelessness, many of what it means to be human, as does too much
deeply moved to find the church offering exactly what they contemporary theology.
needed.
Compare that with the opening of the then Cardinal
That is one ordinary and entirely unexceptional example Ratzinger’s seminal document on the New Evangelisation. He
of a Catholic parish doing what Catholic parishes have always writes, ‘To evangelise means to teach the art of living. The
done. From the very first days of the movement Catholic greatest poverty of human life is the inability of joy.’ The
parishes have been deeply rooted in their communities, and purpose of human life is joy: we are a people made for joy, and
have sought to meet local need.
God’s plans for us are wholly good.
From the Devonport Sisters of Catholic parishes have been deeply He wants nothing other than our
Mercy nursing cholera victims in
flourishing. This is what we see in
rooted in their communities
the slums of Plymouth to Fr Jellicoe
the Eucharist – the joyful gathering
inventing the housing association as
of a people made for joy. This is why
he rebuilt Somers Town, and to Fr Lowder tending to victims the Assumption is so essential a dogma, for in it we see the very
of appalling poverty in the Docks of London – integral to consummation of joy: human life lifted up to God by God,
Catholic life has been serving the poor, standing up for justice humanity drawn into the very being of God to delight in him
and serving all who are in need. Why? Because we are a people for ever.
of the Eucharist.
It is that vision of human flourishing under God that lies
In the Eucharist we see the dignity and transcendent at the heart of Catholic evangelism. With it comes a
preciousness of every human life as we encounter the God responsibility to take a stand against anything that
who has hallowed human life by taking its form to himself. In undermines the joy that is our vocation and our goal: be that
the Eucharist we see perfect human society as rich and poor, sin, or poverty, or injustice, or conflict, or ill-health, or anxiety,
young and old, black and white share on the same terms in the or abuse. With it comes a responsibility to campaign for the
same feast and are drawn into divine relationship with God right ordering of society in order to build a world that reflects
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God’s Kingdom in love, and joy, and peace. The result is a consensus on this. The real agenda of the group is to encourage
thoroughly grounded and locally based approach to friendship evangelism. It aims to equip Christians to share
evangelism. Catholic evangelism is not really about extra their faith with those in their networks by being confident
activities or bolt-ons to existing church life. It is much more disciples and being ready to give reason for the faith that is
about the sharing of lives, about common journeys, about the within them. The strapline of the task group is ‘Use words’:
often mundane, day to day task of being alongside people in lying behind it is the view that evangelism is all about
order to open them up to another dimension of their individuals being brought by the witness of others to the point
humanity. We long to see people become Christians not in where they make a personal decision about the Lordship of
order to chalk up another convert, or even especially to pluck Christ, and change their lives accordingly.
a soul from Hell. Our desire is to help people to discover the
That aspect of evangelism is essential, and Catholic
potential of human life: to become truly and thoroughly alive. parishes badly need more laypeople who can speak coherently
We have a vision of human flourishing, and we long for others about their faith. But it does not go far enough. A Catholic
to share it. That is why we are compelled to share the story of evangelism is Eucharistic. In the Mass, we come to God not
Jesus.
just as individuals but as his gathered body, and that is of
Catholic evangelism places an emphasis on the course deeply scriptural. Jesus very rarely ‘proclaimed the
community over the individual. One of the finest pieces of Gospel’ in the sense that a modern evangelist would
evangelism I experienced in the Sheffield Mission [see last understand. Rather, he called people to belong to each other.
month] was in New Bentley, a tough and socially deprived Around the table at the Last Supper; from the cross when he
former mining community on the edge of Doncaster where addressed Our Lady and St John; by the Sea of Galilee when
church life is hard. It’s what Bishop
he repaired the relationships that
Lindsay Urwin would call ‘Tarmac
Integral to Catholic evangelism is had become fractured in
for the Lord’. For a small and ageing
Gethsemane: he gathered a family
congregation it took amazing the task of building up community around him. And he gave the family
courage for them to do anything at
the means by which they would
all to take part in a large regional mission, but what they took know him and live as one. ‘Do this in remembrance of me’. So
on was spectacular. On the Saturday evening they removed when as Catholics we evangelise, we aren’t just calling people
every pew from the church, and they turned a fairly traditional to individual conversion. We are also inviting them to belong
building into a vast banqueting hall. Tables were covered in to a community of faith. And in a lonely and fractured world
cloths and flowers, and eighty people sat down for a waiter- where families live miles apart from each other and where life
served three course meal.
is fast and transient, that is incredibly precious. At St Michael’s
During the course of the evening there were various levels in Camden Town the strapline outside the church was
of input. A local incumbent gave two short and very upbeat ‘Making a family out of strangers’. We simply invited people to
and amusing addresses. Two members of the visiting mission belong. The tendency to emphasise personal believing over
team gave powerful testimonies. But the high spot of the mutual belonging is post-Reformation, and it tells only part of
evening was an unscripted and spontaneous evangelistic the story. Many struggle with personal faith and find it to be
address from the incumbent, who surprised even himself with a battle. In the case of young children or some people with
the passion and fervour with which he spoke. And the message learning difficulties, it can be hard to define exactly what a
was a simple one: ‘You are invited. You are invited to meet personal, intellectual faith means. But all can understand what
with Jesus tomorrow morning at the altar. That is where you it means to belong.
are wanted, that is where you belong, that is where I am
Integral to Catholic evangelism is the task of building up
inviting you.’
community. In practice, that means seeking to build a culture
It was a superb evening, and it was no surprise that when of invitation in our churches and providing occasions such as
I presided in that church the next morning the congregation that at New Bentley to which we can invite people. It should
was three times that of a normal Sunday. The directness and mean being powerfully aware of the experience of the
fearlessness of the evangelism left the evangelical visitors and newcomer when planning and conceiving worship, and so
team members stunned and inspired. For me that evening had focussing strongly on the ministry of welcome. It means
all the hallmarks of Catholic evangelism. It was profoundly ensuring that all events, social or otherwise, are planned for
Eucharistic. But because it was Eucharistic there was a massive the benefit of the outsider rather than the in-crowd of the
emphasis on togetherness, on hospitality, and on community. already converted. It should mean ensuring that our buildings
A Protestant evangelism emphasises individual are unlocked and opened for the communities they seek to
conversion and the private relationship between God and the serve: all day, every day. A locked building is a powerful
redeemed Christian. I am on the Archbishop of Canterbury’s reflection on the community that gathers there. An open
task group on intentional evangelism and, as with all meetings, building signals welcome and hospitality.
the most fascinating part of that conversation is what goes
Catholic evangelism emphasises conversion as process
unsaid, what is presumed. The agenda is about technique and rather than event. The parish of Horden stands out amongst
strategy, not about principle. We have never discussed what the many parishes that seek to serve what remains of the
evangelism is or what it means to be converted. But of course Durham coalfield. Why? Because people still go to church
running through every discussion there is the presumption of
continued on page 25
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From Politics to Mission?
Damian Feeney’s address to the Forward in Faith National Assembly

L

et me begin, in all charity, by taking issue with the
title that I’ve been asked to address: ‘From Politics
to Mission’. I understand where the impulse for that
title comes from, finding an echo in a phrase we have often
heard: ‘From Battlefield to Mission Field’. Let us never fall
into the trap of thinking that what Forward in Faith has
been doing since November 1992 has not had the impulse
of mission at its very heart. We have been fighting and
praying for a respected place in the Church of England, as
those who hold to the faith once delivered to the saints.
Without the work of the last twenty-odd years we
would not have a place to engage with the missional
demands of twenty-first century Britain. And so, as a
newly elected member of General Synod, I would like to
pay tribute to all those who have worked so hard in Synod
to secure our present position, as well as PEVs past and
present, members of the Forward in Faith Executive, those
who have borne the burden in the heat of the day. Our task
is now to build a future on what has been secured. And
that will continue to have its more political challenges, as
we contemplate the future of the seal of the confessional,
and issues of human sexuality in the light of shared
conversations. It is also worth marking those laity, clergy,
and bishops who have fought hard to maintain a positive
mission focus in the face of all manner of obstacles and
challenges.
I was made deacon in 1994, a few months after the first
ordinations of women had taken place; so my whole
ordained life has been lived out against the backdrop of
this issue. I’ve experienced a mindset in the church which
I have found to be intensely frustrating. All of us can cite
stories of things that have been fundamentally unfair
during that time – the stories are too many to count – and
I can assure you that the same is
said by those who do not share our
views. Such is the impact of the Our task is now
seismic shift in the Church of
on what has
England’s self-understanding which
has been working its way through
the church in a divisive and wholly unhappy way.
But we are a people who belong to a God who
specializes in the promise of new beginnings, and it is time
to claim that promise. There is in some places a
presumption that our time is short: that we are somehow
term-limited, whatever the settlement we have reached
may say. The truth is that at the present time, without a
considerable change of culture, the whole of the Church of
England is term-limited, and we have recent and relevant
experience in surviving.
No one can say that we are lukewarm. If we were, we
wouldn’t still be here. The passion with which debates –
both local and national – have been carried out have
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shown a strength and a grace that prove we are not simply
going to melt away. But I want to push that further,
because I long for our churches to grow: in number, in
depth of discipleship, and in mutual love.
The first reason for that longing is because it is God’s
holy and unshakeable will. In Matthew 28 the risen Jesus
tells his followers to make disciples of all nations, and to
baptize them. That is the core task of this and every age,
and nothing should distract us from it. Furthermore, we
need to develop the habits that will enable more and more
people to see that same baptism as the most important
thing about them, and to stick with and be formed within
a community of faith that loves them. That’s one of the
ways our church communities will grow: by baptizing and
forming new Christians, nurturing them, catechizing them
shamelessly and intentionally, and supporting them in
living the Catholic Christian life.
God wants the church to grow, and if there were no
other reason to help the church to grow, that would be
enough. But there are other upsides. In a nationally
declining church, a growing part of it is quite hard to
ignore. We have a toehold in the rock face of the future of
the Church. By working hard to grow our churches we
draw others into the eternal truths that are so vital to us:
so life-changing. We also act as a prophetic witness to the
vitality of the apostolic faith in the Church of England. We
have our Five Principles: I would like to suggest five more
things for us to do, and to do well.
First, we must look closely at our lives of prayer, our
participation in the Daily Offices and the Mass in our
parishes, and our own discipline of personal and
intercessory prayer. Prayer is our great ally here: a Church
that is turned towards her Saviour in adoration, a Church
conscious of the life of the Spirit
and so animated, can only help us
to build a future to grow and flourish. We should
pray for one another and, in a spirit
been secured
of generosity, for those with whom
we do not agree. Let the settlement,
the Five Principles, and our moving forward together be at
the heart of our praying as we seek to build on the
foundation we have been given.
Secondly, we need to equip ourselves for the challenge.
Book yourself onto a Leading your Church into Growth
course; organise a Fan the Flame Mission; explore and take
what is best from the Church’s contemporary praxis in
mission; read Evangelii Gaudium; pray hard, swallow, and
do it. Help and support is at hand; but I do believe that we
need a systematic programme of training within the
Society to equip us to grow the Church.
Thirdly, we need to do as our bishops are telling us. We
need to take part in a grace-filled recovery of trust within

the whole Church. This requires the building afresh of
I have left the most important point until last, because
relationships that have been damaged by the difficulties of it is essential to the success of the others. None of what I
the past. We need to recognize that the hurt has gone very have said will be relevant if we do not commit to a
deep, on both sides. The ordination of women is an fundamental rethinking about attitude and about our own
incredibly gut-wrenching issue.
response to the love of Jesus Christ
Hackles have risen, tempers have
The occasional can become the shown to us supremely on the
frayed, hurtful and spiteful things
Cross, and proclaimed and made
habitual,
if
we
treat
people
in
the
have been said. In short, we have all
known in every Mass. There, in
right way
been persuaded to take the lowest
ways we have yet to comprehend,
possible view of one another. This
Jesus shows us the length, the
won’t change overnight. It takes time for hurts to heal and breadth, the height, and the depth of his love. It is to that
for new relationships to be forged.
boundless love that we are called to respond in mission: in
The settlement allows us to do this. We need to be clear building up his Body on earth. And we will do that if we
about our own identity within the Church of England, and set about this task with joy. Real, obvious joy: a joy that
we can do that by passing the new resolution, joining the learns to forgive real or imagined slights, and which stays
Society of St Wilfrid and St Hilda, and then proclaiming focused on the task of making Jesus known – because you
our faith in a joyful manner – getting on with being who can’t build the church around anyone else.
we are, glad of the part we have to play locally, nationally,
I spent a good deal of my time as a priest in the Diocese
and universally. That is the foundation which will enable of Blackburn, where it was occasionally said (at our lowest
us to look at our neighbours in a new way. If the Society is ebb) that people who went to church in in Lancashire went
to flourish it will not just be because of settlements worked to stop other people going. There was a tiny grain of truth
out in Synods, or in meetings of the House of Bishops. It in it – certainly enough to be disturbing. How often do we
will be because people of good will on both sides of the catch ourselves, at Harvest, at Christmas, at Easter, saying
debate seek to deepen their own sense of what our disparagingly ‘well, they won’t be back until next
understanding of communion means. It will be about Christmas’. You wouldn’t catch a department store taking
working together where possible, acting at all times with that attitude. They know that the occasional can become
love and charity, and playing a full part in the synodical the habitual, if we treat people in the right way. That
life of the church. As part of this I commend to you again treatment begins with a genuine, human welcome, and
the documents on Catholicity recently issued by our time investment by the community in helping people over
Bishops.
those first steps which can be so daunting. We have to
Thirdly, we need to abandon any trace of the negative become intentional about growing: numerically,
mindset that has been characteristic of too many of our spiritually, in mutual love, in depth of faith. Let it be said
dealings over the last twenty years. It is too easy to defend of us that we are characterised not only by being steadfast
this mindset by claiming that this was something visited in belief but also in generosity of welcome, where those
upon us, and that we didn’t start it. You know as well as I who are asking questions, who are troubled, or who are
do that this is the rhetoric of the playground, not of those seekers after truth may find a real and lasting home with
who are fully mature in Christ. Thank goodness Jesus us.
didn’t descend to that on the cross. ‘Father, forgive them,
May God bless us richly as we seek to grow his Church,
for they know not what they do’; not ‘But they started it’. in the places he has set us, so that his glory may be
There is much that is wrong with the Church, but it would revealed, and Christ may be all in all. ND
be a start if we thought the best of one another, and of
Fr Damian Feeney is Vicar of Holy Trinity, Ettingshall,
ourselves, and of the Church. We need, in short, to repent Mission Advisor to the Catholic Parishes in the Diocese of
of our sins. This is not mindless naivety, but a spiritual Lichfield, and a member of the General Synod. He tweets
desire and hope that we might see Christ in everyone.
@damianfeeney and blogs at damianfeeney.wordpress.com.
Fourthly, the last twenty years have hard-wired us in a This address was given at the Forward in Faith National
particular way. The next twenty months need to see us Assembly on 14 November 2015.
consciously rewire again. There will always be difficulties
inherent in this; but it is possible, through conversations
and listening rather than over-defensiveness and refusal to
engage. Of course, there will still be moments of friction
and tension, but let us approach them courteously and
without the poisonous rhetoric that has flavoured some of
the conversations of the past. The need for a transition
from one mode of operation to another is quite clear. The
difficulties it presents are considerable. It will take time,
and effort, and energy, to build the right kind of
relationships that are necessary for us all to flourish in the
way that is envisaged.
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A Recovery of Love
In the second part of his address to a gathering at St Martin’s, Salisbury, Colin Podmore reflects on the ‘shared
future’ to which the Church of England has committed itself.
Disparities of power
In the first part of my address I may have said more than some
wanted to hear about the past; but the past lives on in the
present, so it forms part of the context for our shared future.
I turn now to one other aspect of our present context: power.
Any attempt to live together must acknowledge the power
relationships at play. In many dioceses there is no traditional
catholic in any position of leadership or influence. The senior
staff and the diocesan advisers may not feel powerful, but that
is how others perceive them, and in relationships perception
is all. By contrast, many catholic parishes are marginal in more
than one sense: when I go to a town and try to find the catholic
parish, I look for the railway line: the catholic parish is bound
to be on the ‘wrong’ side of the tracks. Many of our
congregations are in poor and disadvantaged areas. That is a
strength as well as a weakness, because they are much more
immune than the metropolitan middle classes to the winds of
fashionable opinion. Many of our congregations have a
significant ethnic minority element – again, that is a strength.
But in any engagement between a white middle-class, male
bishop or archdeacon and a black working-class female
churchwarden, in a diocese in which no one of any influence
shares the churchwarden’s views (and that is quite a common
scenario across the country), the bishop or archdeacon must
recognize the need to bend over backwards to equalize as far
as possible the multiple inequalities. I fear that few of them
have any sense of this at all. I spend a significant part of my
life responding to requests from humble and faithful
laywomen for advice on how to avoid being out-manoeuvred
by powerful ordained men.

church, look elsewhere, though I doubt you’ll find one of any
size.
The first Principle speaks of respect for lawful office-holders:
mutual respect is an indispensable basis for living together. It
speaks also of canonical obedience. Owing canonical
obedience to someone from whom you cannot receive
sacramental episcopal ministry is not ideal, but neither is it
unprecedented – in the Church of England or the Church
Catholic. As a catholic Christian, I’d rather have a bishop
ministering under the Declaration who isn’t an Ordinary than
an Ordinary who isn’t a bishop (as is the case in in the
Ordinariate).
The second Principle speaks of ‘a clear decision’. Even the
clearest of decisions may not last for all time, and no one can
be forced to believe it to be right. But we have reached a
settlement, and I doubt there will be much patience with
anyone who seeks to overturn it. Before long there will
probably be a group for rescinding the House of Bishops’
Declaration; but I cannot believe anyone will have much
interest in re-opening the decision anytime soon.
The third Principle speaks of a ‘process of discernment
within . . . the whole Church of God’. The technical term for
that is ‘reception’ – the idea that ultimately a doctrine or, in
this case, a practice may come to be received by the whole
Church or rejected by the whole Church. With a humility not
given to all churches, the Church of England acknowledges
that its ‘clear decision’ may ultimately be found to be a wrong
decision.

The House of Bishops’ Declaration and the Five Guiding
Principles
The fourth Principle does what the previous legislation failed
The charter for our shared future is the House of Bishops’ to do. It recognizes that the position of people like me is one
Declaration. The Five Guiding Principles differ markedly from of ‘theological conviction’, and furthermore it recognizes that
the ‘ABBA’ approach of the failed legislation (‘The winner conviction as one that is authentically Anglican. The Church
takes it all, the loser standing small.’)
of England commits itself to
The drafters saw them as ‘something Any attempt to live together must enabling us to flourish.
around which all those who aspire to
acknowledge the power
The fifth Principle promises
keep the Church of England as a
relationships at play
pastoral and sacramental provision
broad church might gather’. They
for the minority without limit of
commented, ‘We are perhaps at a
moment when the only way forward is one which makes it time. It speaks of ‘the highest possible degree of communion’
difficult for anyone to claim outright victory’ (GS 1886, p. 8). and ‘mutual flourishing across the whole Church of England’.
Some may have hoped the ordination of women as bishops The reference to a ‘degree of communion’ is significant, not
could somehow be prevented. It couldn’t, and that has to be least because it recognizes that full communion no longer
accepted. Equally, others may have hoped for a Church of exists.
England in which all must accept the ministrations of women
The House of Bishops has decided that acceptance of these
as bishops and priests. That isn’t going to happen either. Part
of our shared future is accepting the Church of England as she principles should now be a condition of ordination. Forward
is, rather than as we might like her to be. If you want a pure in Faith is committed to them wholeheartedly.
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The key concept underlying the first fifteen paragraphs of have felt unwanted and discriminated against are not going to
the House of Bishops’ Declaration is that of diversity. I would recover their trust in the Church of England and its structures
ask every diocese, ‘What are you doing to foster diversity on overnight. Trust has to be earned. Anyone who thinks that,
this issue?’ In some dioceses there are 25, or 30, or 50 now the war is over, we can just forget all about that and work
traditional catholic parishes; but elsewhere there are very few. together immediately has little understanding of how human
In this diocese of Salisbury, for example, there are just four relationships work. People are only going to emerge from their
traditional catholic churches left. I would say to the majority: bunkers or ghettos when they feel secure, and they will only
I hope you regard these as precious exotic flowers. I’m sure feel secure when the necessary resolution has been passed and
you’re not pulling up those plants, but are you treasuring has been accepted with good grace, and without quibbling, by
them? Are you clearing away any
the diocesan bishop. (I’m afraid the
weeds that might choke them? Are
ham-fisted responses of a few
The Church of England is
you watering them copiously? The
bishops have not been calculated to
promise is not that we will be
foster goodwill.) That process is
committed to our flourishing
allowed to exist: the Church of
going on at the moment. Only when
England is committed to our
it is complete will there be that
flourishing. What do you need to do to ensure that these little general sense of security that will make more relaxed
plants, so crucial to the bio-diversity of this diocese, will engagement possible.
flourish in their difference?
But our bishops are calling us, as traditional catholics in the
The questions to the minority are different. Looking at Church of England, to a recovery of love for our church and
Principle 4: What are you contributing to the Church of its people, and we must respond to that call as soon as we can.
England’s life? What part are you playing in its structures? The first statement also sets out what we can hope to
And in the light of Principle 5, how are you manifesting the contribute to the Church of England’s mission and growth. It
degree of communion that we continue to share with the rest would be interesting to see how much of that others can
of the Church of England, flowing from our common baptism affirm. In their second statement, the bishops offer guidance
and our common profession of the apostolic faith? The on how our parishes, clergy, and people can respond to the
Council of Bishops of The Society has published two Fifth Guiding Principle. They offer a list of what they believe
statements that offer our people guidance on those issues, this should involve and add, ‘Such participation in the life of
under the title Communion, Catholicity and a Catholic Life. In the diocese and the wider Church of England will be an
the first statement the bishops make this comment:
expression of the love (charity) that is an essential
‘Our communion with the rest of the Church of England
characteristic of the communion that flows from our common
must be characterized by the love (charity) that arises
baptism.’ Most important will be what this gathering offers us
from our common life in Christ: our love for the Church
– the opportunity to re-kindle relationships and to make new
of England, for its people, structures and mission. As in
ones. Only love can shape a common future that is more than
any family, after a time of disagreement and tension the
mere co-existence within the same space. Only in the context
recovery of love involves a recollection of common
of conversation and relationship can such love be recovered
identity and mutual belonging.’ (para. 4.1)
and grow. ‘Come, Holy Spirit, fill the hearts of your faithful
The journey that brought us here has involved pain on all people, and kindle in them the fire of your love.’ ND
sides, and that is not going to be healed overnight. Those who
Dr Colin Podmore is Director of Forward in Faith.

All smiles: a light moment during the National Assembly at St Alban's, Holborn
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Adoremus in Aeternum
Nicholas Stebbing on Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament

B

enediction is a beautiful word. It means a blessing, a
greeting, an expression of kindness. That is what Jesus
gives us today. And Jesus gives it because God gives it.
God gave us the greatest blessing of all in Jesus. Through Jesus
God reaches out to bless us, and strengthen us, and reassure
us of his loving kindness towards is.
The greatest blessing God ever bestowed on us was the
sending of his Son. That was like the beginning of a new day
for the human race, like a sunrise bringing light and hope to a
dark world. It is a day that will never end, a sun that will never
set, for the eternal Son has promised to be with us until the
end of the world.
And he is with us today and every day in his Body and his
Blood. Just as that first appearing was like the rising of the sun
over a darkened world, so today when the Host is lifted up in
blessing it is like the rising of the sun upon us and we receive
the radiance and warmth of God’s blessing through him whom
he has sent.
The blessing given to us in this service today is simply the
vivid renewal of that great blessing of God in the sending of
Jesus Christ. Just as men in ancient times were waiting for the

Lord, eager for a glimmer of light through the gloom, so we
who have come to Benediction come with waiting, expectant
hearts. We don’t have to understand it, we don’t have to talk
much at it. We simply kneel here, telling God we are empty,
hungry, and thirsty. Only he can help us. As we sing the hymns
and look upon the Host we open our hearts to God, knowing
that he who sent the blessing of his Son to lighten the darkness
of the world still sends his blessing to us through his Son Jesus.
It is not only about receiving God’s blessing. We also give
our blessing. We thank God for his goodness to us all. We
adore God for being the wonderful God he is. We adore and
praise this Holy Sacramental Presence of Jesus. We don’t just
receive blessing and presence from God. We give ourselves to
him in love and joy. We don’t need to worry about whether we
are worthy, whether we have special gifts, whether we can do
good things for God. Here God invites us simply to give
ourselves to him in humility, knowing that he accepts us with
joy. ND
This homily was given by Fr Nicholas Stebbing CR before
Benediction at St Alban’s, Holborn, on 14 November 2015.

Throne of glory: the Bishop of Beverley presides at Benediction at the conclusion of the National Assembly on 14 November 2015.
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Fulham Festival 2015
The Bishop of Fulham's Autumn Festival at Southwark Cathedral on All Saints' Eve

Quiet moment: some of the clergy and servers

Golden boys: The deacons of the mass, Fr Alex Garner (left;
St Alphage's, Burnt Oak) and Fr Guy Willis (St Alban's, Holborn)

Full house: the Bishop of Fulham flanked by his deacons of honour, Fr Lee
Clark (left; St Gabriel's, Pimlico) and Fr Jack Noble (St Martin's, Ruislip)
during the mass

Our Lady's Feasts: Bishop Robert Ladds, Superior-General of the Society
of Mary, addresses the afternoon meeting
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faith of
our
fathers

Arthur Middleton on Evangelistic Holiness

Preaching Jesus
The Catholic Revival in the nineteenth
century aimed to preach Jesus Christ in
a way that he had not been preached for
many years. The greatest strength of
Anglo-Catholicism was the recovery of
the parish as central to the Church’s
mission, where a Christian sanctity
emerged that had not been seen in
England for centuries.
The secret of such missionary
sanctity was rooted in the deep
convictions of its great heroes among the
parish priests who lived austere and
disciplined lives, and in consequence had
the entire evangelist’s love for human
souls with a lively affection for people.
Their lives were hidden daily with
‘Christ in God’ and as they ‘prayed
without ceasing’ so they lived in the
milieu of heaven. Their sense of history
connected them to the stored learning of
Christendom in the fields of liturgy,
sacrament, and devotion that irrigated
that prayerful intimacy, keeping it
healthy and constantly refreshed. In
their company one became aware
beyond doubt that the unseen world is
the real world, and that Christianity is
caught more often than it is taught.
From such heroes it was certainly caught
and taught as well, as they loved people
into holiness.
Such a manner of life was indeed a
preaching of Jesus; and was perhaps the
most effective of all, because it
unmistakeably demonstrated the selfsacrificing love of Christ in which they
lived. The Passion of Christ was in their
DNA; and what made them great
evangelists was their remarkably selfless
love of God. Without hesitation they
were ready to burn out their lives in the
service of their master if the truth that
was in them was to be preached, and if
the souls that they yearned for could be
reached and restored. They extended
their love and care to housing, feeding,
rescuing, and loving everybody who
needed it. The urging impulse was not in
their thoughts but in their hearts, as they
passionately and sympathetically
identified with the countless people who

had been won for Christ and his Church
by being brought for a little into contact
with holiness of this kind.
Evangelistic holiness
This evangelistic holiness was a fruit of
the Catholic Revival in the Church of
England, and was built upon the
strength and richness of the interior
devotional life of parish priests who
never left their personal devotions to
chance or momentary inspiration, but
studied them, systematized them, and
regulated them.
There was always a freshness and
spontaneity in their prayers, their
sacraments, and their meditations
because they knew exactly where to go
for inspiration and guidance. Within the

Christianity is caught more
often than it is taught
Catholic Revival there were men of
massive learning and such scholars were
recovering the rich heritage of Catholic
devotion, liturgy, and theology.
One such venture was to circulate
and make available the writings of the
Early Fathers and seventeenth-century
Anglican Divines, as well as the
accumulated devotional wisdom of the
Orthodox Church and the Roman
Catholic Church. It was a remarkable
exercise in resourcing theology, which
shared a common belief that the
writings of the early church and of the
Anglican Divines constituted an
incomparable
source
for
the
contemporary renewal of the Church.
There emerged treasuries of theology
and devotion made relevant to the
varied needs of their own devotional
lives; and these were so arranged that
they only had to look to find just what
they needed to nourish this mood and to
correct any danger in their devotional
practices. There were men who by their
learning had an impact on the Church of
England through their teaching, and
were concerned for the life of the
Church in the parishes.
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Calling, not career
These priests were not ‘career’ priests. In
their hands they did not have a ladder,
but a towel; and like their Master they
washed the world’s feet. If some preached
by their sanctity, all of them preached by
their long hours of work and had a firm
grasp of the job to be done and how to do
it. Such priests went where they were
sent. Parish visiting had purpose and
point, and confirmation classes produced
communicants. In visiting the sick and
dying these priests were aware of what
was needed and were always easily
identifiable. They often wore cassocks in
the streets of their parishes to signify
their ministry, and in many parishes
around the country the average parish
priest was doing this. Even in my own
lifetime I remember robed priests and a
bishop processing from the church
through the streets of the parish to the
home of a woman to confirm her before
she died of cancer.
They were focussed on the job in
hand and were not planning their future
moves. They did not suffer from what a
psychiatrist might call ‘narcissistic
personality disorder’, which annexes the
Church to personal ambition and mixes
only with the people useful for the
realization of that ambition. For
Maximus the Confessor this was not a
psychological condition, but a spiritual
disease he called philautia. The antidote
to it is in words spoken at the end of the
19th century by Bishop Francis Paget to
his clergy in Oxford, in his address The
Hallowing of Work:
. . . the spiritual power of a consecrated
will needs no opportunity, and can enter
where the doors are shut. . . his gifts may
suggest to some the thoughts of criticism,
comparison, competition; his selfconsecration can do no harm in this way
. . . personal holiness, determining,
refining, characterising everything that a
man says or does, will tell alike on those
he may not know even by name, and on
those who see him in the constant
intimacy of his home.
Holy priests are to form a holy people.

ND

devotional

Arthur Middleton

Silence and Prayer

Silence and the Single Phrase
The question many people ask today is
not ‘why do we pray?’, but ‘how can we
pray in a world that has become so busy
and noisy in a culture of overwork?’ For
some people the answer may be in the
way of prayer where the emphasis is on
an attentive listening to God in a silence
that becomes the medium of the prayer.
Words are reduced to a minimum, to a
single phrase, and such phrases can be
gleaned from the psalms. Such a familiar
phrase is ‘be still and know that I am
God’ (Ps 46.10). Another familiar
phrase, not from the gospels, is ‘abide in
me and I in you’. From the Daily Office,
the prayer ‘O God make speed to save us’,
used for centuries in the daily prayer of
the Church, may be personalized into ‘O
God make speed to save me’.
In quietly repeating such a phrase the
person praying seeks to focus all their
attention in the quieting of the heart,
mind, will, the emotions and senses. In
the poverty of the single verse, prayer
becomes a quiet waiting upon God
where we listen for God to make himself
known in his own good time. Like Elijah,
we want to hear the voice of God not in
the noise and fire, but in the still small
voice. Such prayer requires us to wait
and be receptive so that our prayer
becomes a listening to God.
Today there is an increasing interest
in a method that is called ‘the way of
quiet waiting upon God’. Another word
for it is ‘contemplation’. In Sacred and
Secular, Michael Ramsey asked whether
the movement to recover the meaning
of Liturgy – the bridging between
worship and the common life – would
succeed. He said that it would only
succeed if, with liturgical renewal, there
was also a revival of this way of prayer:
the prayer of quiet waiting upon God.
Thomas Merton, another twentiethcentury man of prayer, describes it as a
quieting of our whole life by self-denial,
prayer and good works; so that God
himself, who seeks us more than we seek
him, can ‘find us’ and ‘take possession of
us’. This way of knowing and

experiencing God is accessible to anyone
who is ready to be obedient and humble
and to want God very much. St Gregory
the Great often preached about it to
mixed congregations. Does your parish
priest preach about this way of prayer?
The Way of the Pilgrim
The Way of the Pilgrim (SPCK), is the
story of a Russian pilgrim. The Russian
title may be literally translated as
‘Candid Narratives of a Pilgrim to His
Spiritual Father’. This book, translated
from the Russian by R. M. French, tells
the story of a simple man who wanted to
find out how to pray without ceasing.
During the Liturgy he had heard the
words of St Paul encouraging us to do
just this. Eventually he met a monk who
set him on the way of such unceasing
interior prayer.
The monk said that many people get it
the wrong way round. They think that
good actions and all sorts of preliminary
measures render us capable of prayer.
Actually, it is the reverse that is true. It is
prayer that bears fruit in good works and
in all the virtues. The Christian is bound
to perform many good works, but before
all else what the Christian ought to do is
to pray: for without prayer no other good
work whatever can be accomplished. St
Isaac the Syrian said, ‘Learn first to
acquire the power of prayer and you will
easily practise all the virtues’.
The Jesus Prayer
The monk gave the pilgrim what he
called ‘The Jesus Prayer’ [see also
November 2015]. This is a constant
calling upon the divine name of Jesus,
with the lips, in the Spirit in the heart.
The words of the prayer are Lord Jesus
Christ, Son of God, have mercy on me.
Repeat this constantly, the monk tells
the pilgrim, and you will experience a
deep consolation, and so great a need to
offer the prayer that you will not be able
to live without it
Sit down alone and in silence. Lower
your head, shut your eyes, breathe out

gently and imagine yourself looking into
your own heart. Let your thoughts
move from your head into your heart.
As you breathe out say, ‘Lord Jesus
Christ, have mercy on me’. Say it
moving your lips gently or simply say it
in your mind. Try to put all your
thoughts aside. Be calm, be patient and
repeat the process very frequently.
The prayer may be reduced to a single
phrase, but it does contain the two
essential elements of Christian devotion
in adoration and penitence. In the same
moment we express our adoration to
God in and through our Lord Jesus
Christ. Like the publican we also
remember and give expression to our
sorrow for human weakness in ‘Lord,
have mercy upon me’. ND
An edited extract from Prayer in the
Workaday World (Gracewing) by Arthur
Middleton

e Chairman, Oﬃcers
and staﬀ of

Forward in Faith
wish all our members
and all readers of
New Directions
a Happy and Blessed
Christmas
and a Peaceful New Year.
is year,
the oﬃce will be closed
from 21 December to
5 January inclusive.
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Notes towards a Labour Manifesto
J. Alan Smith offers some advice to the Leader of the Opposition

T

o be strictly accurate, Jeremy Corbyn has not old and sick. These questions are avoided by leaving them
actually requested any advice from me about the to the consciences of individual MPs; but how will parties’
construction of a Labour Manifesto for the next reluctance to grasp the nettle look to future generations?
General Election. Nevertheless, we all know what is likely Suppose Hitler had said: ‘The Nazi Party has no policy on
to happen. He’ll probably leave the matter until the last the extermination of the Jews but leaves it to the free vote
moment and then ask me when I’m busy on something of members of the Reichstag.’
else. Just to be prepared, I’ve produced these notes in
The Labour Party should retain much of the present
advance so that, when he does ask me for advice on the political consensus within the United Kingdom. The
subject, I’ll be ready for him.
monarchy is popular with Labour’s natural supporters,
At a general election, the majority of the electorate whose lot would hardly be improved by replacing it with a
cannot be bothered to study the minutiæ of the policies system like that of the USA in which any billionaire is free
that the various parties have on offer. In this they are to run for the Presidency. Past preferences for a united
probably wise, since reality often prevents a successful Ireland should be put aside: in Northern Ireland, manual
party from implementing every small detail of its workers who vote for unionist parties are no less working
proposals. Instead, the electorate try and judge whether class than those who vote for nationalist parties.
they can identify themselves with the image that a party
Defence of the realm is a major role for any
projects, and whether they sympathize with the general government. When the post-war American government
theme behind the party’s policies. The long-term aim of a ‘forgot’ Britain’s wartime role in the development of the
party in a parliamentary democracy is to establish its own atomic bomb, the Labour government led by Clement
world-view as a consensus held by all parties, rather than Attlee introduced Britain’s atomic and hydrogen bombs.
to claim exclusive ownership of its world-view; so that, This policy was defended in the late 1950s and early 1960s
when it loses power, the temporary success of its world- by Hugh Gaitskell and Aneurin Bevan against strong
view is reversed.
opposition within the Labour Party. There is, of course, a
The Labour Party came into existence at the start of moral argument against the possession of nuclear weapons;
the 20 th century because the Conservative and Liberal but it would be undermined by a decision to abandon our
Parties had failed to secure the
own and rely on our being
how will parties’ reluctance to
support of the majority of manual
defended by those of the USA.
workers and their families; this is
The benefit system should enable
grasp the nettle look to future
a declining group because of the
everyone to have appropriate
generations?
facts of industrial change. The
resources for their physical needs,
Labour Party needs to expand its
while minimizing the disincentives
natural constituency both to retain its existing position to work. Governments must check the marginal
and to build on it. Labour’s past failure to expand is shown disincentives for all, looking at both those produced by
by its manifest lack of appeal to those social classes high rates of direction taxation and those produced by the
immediately adjacent to the manual workers: this is withdrawal of selective benefits.
illustrated by the folk song in which the hero ceased to
Some readers may feel that, as I am not a supporter of
regard himself as working class after he had obtained the the Labour Party, I have no right to suggest what their
position of foreman. This lack of appeal was assisted by policies should be. This attitude would miss the point. It
comments such as that of Manny Shinwell: ‘We know that is in the national interest that any potential government
the organized workers of the country are our friends. As has the best possible set of policies, and it is the duty of us
for the rest, they don’t matter a tinker’s cuss.’
all to help bring this about. ND
Such comments may be understandable in the light of
the times in which they were uttered; but they stand in the
way of today’s Labour Party. It must expand from its
present base to become a truly One-Nation Party. For
example, the rich ought to pay more in taxes than the poor;
but the attitude of ‘Soak the Rich’ must be discarded,
suggesting as it does a perverse preference for other
people’s pain over one’s own pleasure.
Labour’s origin as the defenders of the weakest
members of society raises the question of the abortion of
the unwanted unborn, and the euthanasia of the unwanted

Read on for leers from readers,
our Editorial, arts and book reviews,
diary column, recipe suggestions,
Secular Liturgies, and
e Way We Live Now
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OCTAGONAL TOwERS

2

1

T

he Middle Ages were fond of the octagon – just think of all
those octagonal font bowls – but octagonal church towers are
rare, with at most one per county, on average.
There are half-a-dozen in Norfolk, a county where quite a few of the round towers also have octagonal belfries. One of the
most elegant is Toft Monks (1) with attractive thirteenth- century lancet belfry windows and C15th parapet; it has C12th
doorways inside and may originally have been a round tower. The tower at Hodnet (2: Salop) is built of red sandstone, rather
than Norfolk flint; it is sturdier than Toft Monks.
These towers sometimes bear a spire. That at Stanwick (3: Northants) is an elegantly managed C13th composition, with
the spire growing from the top of the tower, whilst the mid-fourteenth-century tower of Standlake (4: Oxon) has a spire growing
from behind the parapet. ND

3

4
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Editorial
‘One must see the thing all at once, in a
single glance’, says Pascal. The terrorist
attacks in Paris last month were an
assault on Christian civilisation. Selfdeprecating Anglicans might wonder
where the civilisation has been all these
years, but that’s a moody habit worth
kicking. We hold a treasure, fragile and of
inestimable worth, in earthen vessels. The
jihadists provide us with an unexpected
unity. Catholics, Protestants, Orthodox:
all are regarded as crusaders. We all face
the same toxic threat. At the centre of the
jihadist fury is the most fearsome antiChristian element of all time: the void,
the total lack of compassion, the denial of
mercy.
As we struggle to confront this
darkness, it might seem to many that our
interminable conversations about faith
and order and communion are no more
than games in the playground; but that
again is to devalue the historic faith we
are privileged to know and love. Thomas
Merton, musing in his Kentucky
monastery at the height of the Berlin
Crisis during the Cold War in July 1961,
while his neighbours built nuclear
shelters, confided to his Journal: ‘It is
quite definite now, in my mind, that
clinging to the faith of Christ is in
practice without too much meaning
unless one also clings to the ideal of a
Christian civilisation.’
The ideal of Christian civilisation,
preserved and handed on to new
generations, seems way beyond our
capabilities – until God comes back into
our lives this Advent with his promise of
new life and the gift of hope. Then we
might begin to see that our Church
belongs to the time of imperfection, lives
with death and suffering, exists precisely
to enter the dark night with courage, and,
if our struggle is authentic, we find we are
not alone. God is born in us, as fragile as
a child’s life. It matters not, this
Christmas, whether the celebration of
that unity takes place in a confident
cathedral carol service; or in an almost
empty church at an 8 a.m. BCP
Communion in a struggling country
parish; or as a candle is lit in secret in a
locked room in Syria. Our civilisation
welcomes once again the Prince of Peace.
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These issues of faith and culture,
authenticity and new life, are addressed in
major articles in this bumper Christmas
edition of New Directions. If some
passages are closely argued and a bit
lacking in Christmassy frothiness, maybe
it’s because we all have some holiday
homework on our plate. Here we find our
mission, our recent achievements, our
identity as Anglicans. The Catholic
movement in the Church of England has
reached a new position of consolidation: a
new direction indeed.
Four of these articles emerged from the
inspiring Forward in Faith National
Assembly held in London this November.
Fr Luke Miller sets us firmly on our feet
on the mission path we all take with
Christ beside us. Fr Damian Feeney equips
us for a future beyond division and the
defensive attitudes of the past. Fr Simon
Killwick gives us a perspective on the last
five years of the Catholic Group in Synod,
the long and exhausting journey we have
all travelled, and explores our hopes under
the new settlement. The address by the
Bishop of Ebbsfleet on Communion,
Catholicity, and a Catholic Life, is
essential reading. He begins by quoting
Pope John XXIII: ‘What unites us is much
greater than what divides us.’
It is so often said, so rarely meant,
sometimes just a political patch which
soon works loose; but this unity is the
consequence of the Incarnation, the
communion
of
all
Christians,
transcending historical divisions. ‘Our
own denominational identity . . . is only
possible in ecumenical co-existence’,
writes Cardinal Walter Kasper in Mercy:
the essence of the Gospel and the key to
Christian life (Paulist Press, 2014). That is
the Catholic way. It is also a caveat we
should heed.
Twenty years of struggle have left their
mark on us, and wired our brains. It would
be only too easy to let the old sensitivities
rise up again, to find a skirmish, for the
crusaders to reach for their swords.
Borders have to close in a fearful world.
We already have our security. Christ
comes in power and might this Christmas,
and, as every Christian soul knows, when
he comes into a human life there is no
going back. ND

Letters to the Editor
From Mr Febrin LePadden
My Lord—
I’ve just finished reading through the latest [October 2015]
issue of New Directions, with interest and real appreciation as
always. I’ve been receiving the magazine for several years now
and it’s high time I expressed my thanks for such a worthwhile
read. It never fails to inform, nourish, and challenge me.
It’s my one link with the Anglican Communion, which I
first encountered as a fourteen year-old, but from which I
lapsed a few years later. If ever I ‘return to the fold’ (and even
after fifty years it’s not impossible!) it will certainly be largely
thanks to New Directions and Forward in Faith: long may they
both continue!
FEBRIN LEPADDEN
Thornton Heath
Surrey
From Fr Digby Anderson
My Lord—
The Bishop of Burnley, in your recent issue, provokes us to
think about catholic mission and the importance to it of
tradition and the Eucharist [Lead Story, November 2015]. For
that we should be grateful. However both the latter have more
to say than he sees in his approach, which I would clumsily call
capital congregationalism. He thinks the purpose of the church
is to increase the head count of the communicant
congregation. The purpose of my Anglo-Catholic church, like
others, is to glorify God and to provide Him with a tabernacle:
a terrestrial home so His Incarnation may continue among his
people. The intention of Sunday Mass is pro populo. It is not
for the congregation, but for the parish and all its people
whether they attend church or not. The sacrifice, as the canon
reminds us, is also for the departed of the church and parish.
These people for whom Mass is offered number tens or
hundreds of thousands, dwarfing even the most enthusiastic
of contemporary missionized congregations.

Give us this Bread Always

Again, if congregational numbers are low today then that
is hardly the fault of inadequate parish mission. The main
means of passing the faith down the generations has always
been the family and organized institutions such as schools,
hospitals, the law, and adoption agencies, rather than the
conversion of individuals. The Church has been edged out of
these institutions not only by its enemies but by the collusion
of its leaders. If anyone is responsible for the collapse of the
Christian family it is not the parish church, but the bishops:
so keen to meddle in the fashions of politics; so weak in
defending the inter-generational institutions.
Finally, it is not the job of the church to increase the
numbers of people who finally come to church and the altar
rail, but to be there should those people wish to come. It is the
people’s choice, created as they are by a loving God, as free
persons. All the Church can do is invite them to the banquet.
No; perhaps not ‘all’. It is also the job of the Church to point
out to them the consequences of completely refusing to
acknowledge and return God’s love. As traditional catholic
theology teaches; if a person is determined to place himself
beyond God, and dies in that decision, there is nothing that
can be done in earth or hereafter to save him for the
consequences of his decision.
This obligation to warn was well understood by the Old
Testament prophets, by St Paul and the other writers of the
epistles, and by the councils and saints of the Church. How
often do today’s bishops warn of hell?
DIGBY ANDERSON
Woburn Sands
Milton Keynes
Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the Bishop of
Fulham.
St Andrew’s Vicarage ,
5 St Andrew Street , London , EC4A 3AF
nd.editor@forwardinfaith.com

continued

there. Durham ranks along with Sheffield as the dioceses with
the lowest churchgoing rates in the country, and the parishes
located in former mining areas seem to have taken a massive
hammering in the past few decades. But Horden stands out a
mile because it is a parish firmly rooted in the Catholic
tradition which retains a large, healthy congregation. There
are a number of reasons for this, but one is I suspect the focus
that has been paid to the discipline of pilgrimage over many
decades. For years pilgrims have flocked in large numbers from
Horden to Walsingham. Groups from the parish have
attended the youth pilgrimage, and pilgrimages have been
made to many other places: including Lourdes, Fatima, and
Rome. The people there know all about pilgrimage and the
spiritual renewal and sheer fun it can bring. It is in the deepest
sense a pilgrim parish. I strongly believe that this consistent

emphasis over many decades is a reason behind its continuing
strength.
Pilgrimage teaches us something vital about the Christian life,
which is that our conversion is an ongoing process and not an
event. In Mark 8 Jesus seems to bungle a miracle. He is seeking
to heal a blind man, but the first time it doesn’t quite go right.
The man can see people but they look like trees. So Jesus has
another go and this time he can see clearly. The passage is a
deliberate echo of that which precedes it, where Jesus puts the
great question ‘Who do you say I am?’ to the disciples at
Caesarea Philippi. There also the disciples need two attempts
at answering the question before they get it right. The message
is that coming to the full light of faith takes time. In fact, it
takes a lifetime: for we come to the fullness of faith in stages.
To be concluded in the next edition.
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views, reviews and previews
art
THE WORLD GOES POP
Tate Modern
Until 24 January 2016
If you thought Pop Art was cheerful and
fun, let Tate Modern disabuse you. In
this show we have all the apparatus of
Pop Art – acrylic paint, unmodulated
colour, montage, the supremacy of the
idea, and quirky juxtaposition. And it is
largely at the service of agitprop, antiAmericanism, anti-consumerism, antifascism, and militant feminism. It’s not
Roy Lichtenstein or Andy Warhol. It’s
not Richard Hamilton or Peter Blake. Is
it Pop Art at all?
If Pop Art is the easily digestible art
from the 1950s to the 1980s with the
characteristics listed above, then
World Pop certainly derived from Pop
Art. Andy Warhol shows how this is
so. He used techniques that World Pop
copied. He makes a point – perhaps
just one point – about the consumer
society that World Pop amplified. But
Warhol went on to commercialise his
take on consumerism into a lifetime’s
career. You might call that knowing
irony or a sell-out. Or (to be kinder) a
tease by the enfant terrible who
becomes an Establishment darling. But
Warhol’s mainstream Pop Art is ‘Pop.’
It is popular in a way that many of the
artists in this show are not.

Mainstream Pop Art is popular
because it is consumerist, and whether
the artists in this show liked it or not –
and many of them didn’t – consumerism
goes down very well with consumers. At
Tate Modern, Hollywood culture is
criticised by those who want to preserve
their own national cultures and by
middle class intellectuals – but
Hollywood sells because Hollywood
appeals.
A more interesting difference
between mainstream Pop Art and
World Pop is that, in many cases, World
Pop came from countries where there
was significantly less freedom than the
US: countries like France and Japan; or,
more seriously, Romania and Spain.
Curiously, the Spanish Pop Art scene
was not only allowed to flourish under
Franco but even self-critiqued to the
extent that artists began to suggest that
political exhortation and agitprop are
boring. Of course, there is no Pop Art
from the People’s Republic of China or
the Soviet Union – countries that many
of these artists looked up to.
The flipside of World Pop’s politics is
that this show doesn’t have much of
mainstream Pop Art’s humour or
hedonism. Mainstream Pop Art
celebrated being young and sexy. World
Pop preached against patriarchy and the
objectification of women. Those are
serious topics; but not ones likely to be
popular with the buying public, however
just and important they are.
And in justice to the show’s curators,
they are aware of this. But if it is the case
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that the British and American
originators of Pop Art defined and
limited the movement that they
founded in an imperialist way, then
World Pop artists need to win their
place at the table with works that hold
their own against mainstream Pop Art
in their wit and invention and technical
panache. Not many do. Ushio
Shinohara’s ‘Doll Festival,’ one of the
show’s signature pieces, does stand out
with more than a hint of Madame
Butterfly about it. It is one of the few
works that might be remembered. And
Boris Bućan’s series of brand logos
transformed into art to comment on the
relationship of branding and art in
Yugoslavia does work. It’s amusing, and
makes its point about the capture and
degradation of Art by Business. That is
not a simply a twentieth-century
American evil: In Renaissance Florence
the masters of the universe sponsored
Botticelli and Michelangelo just as
commercially as Ernst and Young have
sponsored, ‘The EY Exhibition: The
World Goes Pop.’
Amongst other works worth a look,
Bernard Raucillac’s ‘Triptych’ satirises
the part played by the United States in
the Vietnam War and imagines what it
would be like if Viet Cong soldiers
stormed into American homes in the
way G.I.s did Vietnamese homes. Jana
Želibská’s ‘Kandarya - Mahadeva’, a neon
and plastic Hindu Temple, is also
entertaining and originally thought to be
too lewd for public display. At least it
isn’t earnest.
Owen Higgs

books
THE PARISH OF ST PETER
AND THE HOLY APOSTLES,
PLYMOUTH
A New History
Edward Luscombe
Privately printed, 155pp, pbk
Available from St Peter’s Vicarage, 23
Wyndham Square, Plymouth, PL1 5EG
is is a full, well-illustrated, and
detailed account of an important church
in Plymouth: important as the first CofE
church in the Catholic Revival to have a
recognised place for women in the
service of God in the form of the
Devonport Sisters of Mercy, founded by
Priscilla Lydia Sellon in the middle of a
cholera outbreak.
Sellon and her helpers worked
tirelessly throughout the epidemic; and
some of the Sisters were among those
who later went to the Crimea to work
with Florence Nightingale. e part of
the book that deals with the Sisters of
Mercy indicates the distinctive part
played by Catholic women in the early
period of the revival and since, which
helped to eﬆablish the ethos of AngloCatholicism and the success of the
Oxford Movement in the west of
England.
St Peter’s was prominent in this
movement, devoting itself to love of God
and of his people: eecially by bringing
to the poor care, welfare, friendship, and
accommodation; and, for the young,
education grounded in the Christian
faith. e work continued through
many vicissitudes and under the
leadership of a succession of devoted
priests. It has gained the admiration of
Catholics all over the world as a ‘pioneer’
church.
One of the most intriguing sections of
the book describes – but with too much
discretion for the curious reader – the
development of the school aer the war
by a new headmistress who apparently
wanted to open the school, firmly
catholic in its charaer, to ‘other schools
of thought’. is led to the resignation of
the parish priest from the board of

governors. e word used by the author
is the Revd Tickner’s ‘stand’: a word that
hints at a breakdown in relations. It
sounds enthralling.
e parish had a very well equipped
youth club; but this was hit by social
change with the advent of ‘pop’ music
and related developments. Another
interesting part of the book deals with
controversies in the CofE over liturgy
and innovations like the ordination of
women.
St Peter’s Church was destroyed in the
bombing raids of the Second World War.
It was later rebuilt at great expense, and
has recently been reﬆored and
reordered. is history is a very
worthwhile book.
Dewi Hopkins

CHRIST IN A CHOPPIE BOX
Sermons from North East England
Michael Sadgrove, ed. Carol Haison
Sacristy Press, 254pp, pbk
978 1910519103, £11.99
‘You really walk into these things, don’t
you?’ Not words spoken by Edmund
Blackadder to the hapless Baldrick in the
BBC comedy series; but said to me by
Michael Sadgrove, with a charaeristic
twinkle in his eye, on one occasion when
I had failed to see that what he had just
said to me was a light hearted quip and
not a serious comment.
Like the Archbishop of Canterbury,
who has wrien the foreword to this
book, I owe Michael as great debt of
gratitude for his kindness to me
personally when I was the newly
appointed Provost of Wakefield. At that
time he was Provost of the neighbouring

cathedral of Sheﬃeld, and his advice and
care meant a tremendous amount to me
as I seled into my new ministry.
Michael’s oen deadpan delivery
conceals an impish but kind sense of
humour. His ability to move seamlessly
from humour to deep insight to
scholarly comment means that you have
to be swi on your feet in conversation
with him.
is combination of so many aects
of this talented and araive
personality comes out very strongly in
the collection of his sermons delivered,
mostly from the cathedral pulpit, during
his twelve years as Dean of Durham.
is selection from the many sermons
he must have preached is edited and
introduced by Carol Harrison, who is
now Lady Margaret Professor of
Divinity at Oxford. As she says in her
introduction, she also owes much to
Michael’s wisdom and kindness on her
own Christian journey.
e sermons printed cover a very
large range of subjects and would have
been preached on occasions ranging
from times of international trauma – the
aacks on the World Trade Center in
2001, for example, or the Indian Ocean
tsunami of 2004 – to the more intimate
marking of anniversaries of personal life,
and to reflective moments on Christian
ministry.
I could end a long time walking you,
gentle reader, through these sermons.
But what struck me about this book was
what an excellent insight it has on the
part played by the sermon and the
preacher in what I might call ‘e
Christian Experience’.
ere is a tendency in some of the
more Proteﬆant parts of the Church to
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see the sermon as being a ‘freeﬆanding’
thing in itself. Michael firmly squashes
this notion by reminding us that a
sermon is part of the liturgy. He calls
preaching ‘a public liturgical act’. Citing
John Wesley’s description of the
Eucharist as a ‘converting ordinance’, he
emphasises that ‘the liturgy is holy
theatre in which numinous reality can
be felt and touched. is is the seing in
which preaching has its natural home’.
But Michael is also incredibly helpful
in his reflections and advice to his fellow
preachers. Just as there is ‘holy theatre’,
as above, so there is ‘deadly theatre’:
which he translates into ‘deadly
preaching’! He goes on to list his ‘top sins’
commied by deadly preachers. ese
include being too long; ignoring the text;
playing to the galley; lacking shape or
direction; falling into cliché, but above
all – being boring.
He suggests that preaching is a kind of
art and the preacher is an artist. e
sermon is an art form and that the
preacher’s material as an artist is words.
Readers will not need me to remind
them of the power of words, and of their
ability to inspire and to kill inspiration.
Michael reminds those who would
preach not only of the context in which
they must preach (worship), but also the
heavy privilege they bear to be artists of
the Word of God.
I was very pleased to be asked to
review this book. It is one that I shall
continue to quarry, not only through the
sermons for material for my own poor
aempts at preaching; but also for the
wisdom and humour Michael deploys to
help the preacher and listener see what
the art of preaching is and is for. I
strongly comment it to priests for
themselves and to laypeople as a gi for
their priests.
If by the way, you were wondering
what the ‘Choppie Box’ of the title is,
then Michael explains it. e trough out
of which pit ponies in the North East of
England used to feed was called a
‘Choppie Box’. When the Durham
Cathedral Christmas Crib was built by
an ex-miner, he used a genuine choppie
box for the manger. at in turn gave
Michael a wonderful idea for a
Christmas sermon, which is itself
printed in this wonderful book.
George Nairn-Briggs

TREMBLING ON THE EDGE OF
ETERNITY
Fr Augustine Hoey – A
Biographical Memoir
Anthony Pinchin & Graeme Joy
obl.OSB
St Michael’s Abbey Press, 140pp, hbk
978 0907077688, £9.95
Available from www.theabbeyshop.com
When I was in formation for the
priesthood at the College of the
Resurrection, Mirfield, the name of Fr
Augustine Hoey was one of legend. He
was someone of whom I was vaguely
aware, and was oen talked about with
awe and trembling. A close friend of
mine, a Sister of the Society of St
Margaret, oen talked about helping on
missions with him as he packed people
into the confessional with his wit and the
powerful preaching that was typical of
the Mirfield Missions of the time.
It is only recently I have had the
privilege to meet Fr Augustine, walking
through Walsingham in his nowtrademark long black coat and clerical
hat: quiet and gentle but with a delicious
twinkle in his eyes.

is beautifully produced memoir is
wrien in a very easy and readable style,
so that one would almost think that Fr
Augustine had wrien the text himself
(though there are extensive quotations
from his own writings); and the
contributors – among them Lord
Williams of Oystermouth, Mgr John
Armitage, and many members of the
Community of the Resurrection – stand
as teﬆament to the book and the man
himself.
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e book gives a picture of the
Church of England and the Mirfield
Missions from the 1960s to the 1980s, as
well as deep insights into Fr Augustine’s
own faith. It is amazing to think that, in
his hundredth year, he is probably one of
the few people who remember the
Shrine of Our Lady of Walsingham in
the very early days: a place, for him,
‘Trembling on the edge of Eternity’.
Alex Lane

MUCH ADO ABOUT
SOMETHING
A vision of Christian maturity
Lay Cuiford
SPCK, 252pp, pbk
978 0281073627, £12.99
Since Freud, psychology and religion
have been at war; so it is rare to find folk
who eak with authority on both – let
alone one – able to build from both
realms to spiritual profit. Much ado
about something as a title invokes the
‘some-thing-who-is-no-thing’: God the
Holy Spirit, under whose guidance Dr
Larry Culliford provides this ‘vision of
Christian maturity’. It is an invitation to
loosen from ‘sadness, anxiety, anger,
bewilderment, doubt, guilt and shame’;
and to allowing in ‘the unforced,
intuitive emergence and expression of
loving kindness, wisdom, compassion
and creativity’ that honours Jesus Christ
as spiritual teacher and saviour, while
being open to other religious traditions.
It is a praical ‘work-out-your-ownsalvation’ book with the conviction that
God works through human maturation;
and that, as omas Merton put it, ‘to
be a saint is to be myself… discovering
my true self .’
Larry Culliford is a commied
Anglican who has worked for 20 years as
an NHS psychiatrist. is book builds
on his previous work – Love, Healing and
Happiness – as well as a series of popular
self-help books that Larry has wrien
under the pen-name of Patrick
Whiteside. As a psychiatrist he
concludes that a lot of human misery is
linked to spiritual deficit, since the five
realms of the physical, biological,
psychological, social, and spiritual are
interwoven: we are victims of the
neglect of the laer in weﬆern culture.

In psychological talk we have let the
unitary mastership of the right brain be
usurped by its dualistic le brain
counterpart. e laer ‘is so averse to
uncertainty and intolerant of doubt that
it can only cope by picking one
interpretation as correct’; whereas ‘the
right brain lives contentedly, so to eak,
with change and uncertainty’.
e author admires omas Merton,
whose later writings open up a vision of
inclusion across religions as mature
followers of each find aﬃnity in
increasing spiritual depth. ere are rich
Merton quotes, such as the aﬃrmation
that ‘we are living in a world that is
absolutely transparent and the divine is
shining through it all the time. is is
not just a nice story or fable… it is true’,
and this definition: ‘Contemplation is
the highest expression of man’s
intellectual and spiritual life. It is that life
itself, fully awake, fully alive, fully aware
that it is alive. It is spiritual wonder. It is
spontaneous awe at the sacredness of
life, of being’.
Culliford looks to the east – with its
unitary and holistic spiritualities – and
tends to rewrite Christian spirituality to
shade out dualism, which is a challenge
to assertive ways of evangelisation. His
book is a great encouragement for
unveiling self-seeking as counter to what
God is all about in Jesus Christ; and in
its aﬃrming of disciplines that aid
spiritual maturation. Wisdom and
compassion go together: enthusiasm
without sympathy and sympathy
without enthusiasm are equally alien
before God.
Given the human insight in Much ado
about something, and its confident
treatment of Christianity in relation to
other faiths, this is a good book for

helping open minded spiritual seekers
follow the Holy Spirit into the Church
as a spiritual body, which it is, and which
the author does a good job at evidencing.
John Twisleton

THE COLLATIONS
Being a Collection of Twenty Four
Conferences Divided into Three
Parts
John Cassian, Translated by A Father of
the Oxford Oratory
Gracewing, 572pp, pbk
978 0852448397, £25
ere have been few English
translations of the full Collations – or
Conferences – of John Cassian. is new
publication from Gracewing is a
welcome addition to the canon, albeit
not as scholarly an edition as that edited
by Boniface Ramsey and published in
1997.
Cassian was born in Dacia, modern
Romania, in about 360. As a young man
– along with an older friend, Germanus
– he became a monk in Bethlehem.
From Palestine they both went to Egypt
and stayed there, perhaps for ten years,
making the acquaintance of famous
ascetics mainly in the Delta region. Aer
Egypt they went to Constantinople,
where the bishop St John Chrysostom
ordained Cassian deacon and Germanus
priest; then they went on to Rome
where Cassian was ordained priest. He
possibly le there to minister in
Antioch. Finally, he seled near
Marseilles
and
founded
two
monasteries, one for men and one for
women, in about 415. His Institutes
contain the ordinary rules for the
monastic life and other teachings for the
guidance of his monks, which had a
profound influence on subsequent
weﬆern monastic life.
e twenty-four Conferences were
also wrien in Latin in Marseilles. ey
contain Cassian’s recollections of the
teachings of the many Desert Fathers,
whom he had met long before; and also
incorporate his own insights and
reflections on the ascetic life. His
conversations with the monks in Egypt
would have been in Greek. Conference
13 – which has been regarded as
doctrinally suect for its supposed

‘semi-Pelagianism’ – is here described by
the anonymous translator of this edition
as ‘being sometimes inconsistent’.
Cassian died a few years aer 430.
e emphasis in each chapter of the
Conferences is always on the teaching of
an Abba, who is sometimes described.
Cassian and Germanus listen avidly but
rarely pose even a question to the
experienced, usually elderly, holy monk.
e conferences are divided into three
parts: ten in the first, seven in the
second, and seven in the third. e
conferences are aributed to fieen
Abbas, and the subjects range widely
even during a single conference.
e first and second Conferences are
aributed to Abba Moses, and concern
the goal and end of the monk: purity of
heart that leads the monk to eternal life
in God’s kingdom. e subject of the
second Conference is discretion: a highly
necessary virtue in the ascetic life. Abba
Moses came from Nubia, and had been
a brigand and a murderer before
becoming a monk; but Cassian thought
him remarkable and incomparable.
Abba Paphnutius provides the third
Conference, on the necessity of
renunciation of the desires of the flesh
and of the spirit. Two conferences by
Abba Isaac, who knew St Antony, give
advice on prayer. Every monk aims to be
constant and persevering in prayer,
which requires rejection of vice and the
praice of virtue, so that prayer
becomes unceasing. Whatever he does
or thinks or receives will be prayer.
Other conferences are devoted to
perfection,
chastity,
friendship,
mortifications, and many other subjects.

continued on page 35
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Book of the month
FATHERS IN GOD?
Resources for reflection on women in the episcopate
Edited by Colin Podmore
Canterbury Press Norwich, 272pp, pbk
978 1848258266, £19.99
Since I cannot claim to be an impartial reviewer of Fathers in
God?, let me begin by quoting from the impressive foreword
by the Bishop of Coventry. Dr Cocksworth is not an impartial
observer either; but his contribution is a valuable one, since
he dissents from the body of teaching which forms the bulk of
the book, and yet has graciously agreed to contribute to it. He
writes that ‘Undoubtedly Fathers in God will be uncomfortable
reading for many of us. It will rekindle feelings that we would
rather avoid’. Yet Dr Cocksworth has contributed a foreword
because of the reect he has for the Catholic Group on Synod,
and the generosity he sees in its members in working to create
the new selement under which we now live and (God
willing) will flourish.
But this alone, nice as it is, is not suﬃcient reason to
recommend this book. e real reason why Fathers in God? is
important is because, as Dr Cocksworth goes on to say, the
arguments within it ‘constitute a carefully argued theological
case that reveals the reasons why some people remain opposed
to the priestly ministry of women and, even more so, to their
episcopal ministry, reasons rooted in the doctrine of God’.
Furthermore, ‘it is important for everyone in the Church of
England, whatever their position on the ordination of women,
to understand the[se] views … [and] to rebuild the
relationships that the Church of Rome warned … would
become more strained if we were to take the decision that we
have taken’.
Let us hope and pray that the rest of the Church of England
takes this as seriously as the Bishop of Coventry. If we are
genuinely to thrive in the future, then the views we hold must
be taken seriously. For our part, we must take seriously the
duty to go on teaching and preaching and living the Catholic
faith in its fullness. It is in this spirit, and for this reason, that
Fathers in God? is to be welcomed as a valuable resource for the
whole Church.
e centre-piece of the book is the theological report from
Consecrated Women?, published by Forward in Faith and
Canterbury Press in 2004, together with some of the papers
submied to the working party that produced it. It is, in other
words, the theological sections of that book (which were by far
the most substantial theological contributions to the debate at
the time) but not the political or praical elements of it.
Inevitably, these have dated in a way that the theology has not.
As Colin Podmore notes in his introduction, ‘It is remarkable
that, a decade aer it was published, only three sentences in
this 100-page report require editorial qualification’.
Fathers in God? also includes the section of the 2004
Rocheﬆer Report which summarises Catholic arguments
against the ordination of women to the episcopate, prefaced
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by the address with which Bishop Geoﬀrey Rowell presented
it to the General Synod. Cardinal Walter Kaer’s important
2006 address to the bishops of the Church of England, ‘e
Mission of Bishops in the Mystery of the Church’, is also
included.
In one of three entirely new essays that make up the first
part of the book, Colin Podmore surveys Catholic
contributions to the theological debate. He notes that despite
the eﬀorts of the working party that produced the Rocheﬆer
Report, and despite the valiant aempts of the then Fr
Jonathan Baker and others in General Synod, the Church of
England as a whole showed lile appetite for genuinely
engaging with the theological issues at stake. e failure of the
legislation in 2012 had its roots in this lack of theological
engagement, and was signposted by the voting figures at every
earlier stage of the process. e fact that the 2014 legislation
passed was the result of a diﬀerent approach, ‘based on
conversation and consensus’, being adopted from the outset.
In another stimulating new essay, Emma Forward suggests
that in a post-feminist society, the ‘possibility of justified
reasons for gender distinction’ can be viewed in their own
context and on their own merits, rather than as ‘a continuation
of past gender oppression’. She notes that ‘those who question
the innovation of women bishops are just as likely to be young
or female as male and ordained’, and rejoices in the fact that
the new selement summarised in the Five Guiding Principles
gives ‘high regard to notions of equality, meaningful
accommodation and integration that people a few years
previously had not thought possible’.
Finally (though it comes first in the book), the Bishop of
Chicheﬆer takes the Book of Common Prayer and the diary
of Samuel Pepys as the starting point for his discussion of how
we might live in love and charity with our neighbours, and
suggests that we must go beyond mere courtesy to those with
whom we disagree, to the extent that we become ‘a presence
that intensifies reference to ecclesial life within and beyond
our own’. He asks what we can contribute to the corporate life
of the Church.
It is clear that we are currently in the very early days of a
new selement. Fathers in God? will be an important
contribution to the living-out of that selement, and is in itself
an important contribution to the life of the whole Church of
God. ND
Ian McCormack
Fathers in God? is available to members of Forward in Faith
at the reduced price of £12.50 (inc. p&p). Please send a
cheque, payable to Forward in Faith, to the oﬃce.

Secular
Liturgies

I

Tom Sutcliffe considers questions of life and death

n the theatre we find that death is
generally taken more seriously than
life. This thought occurs because a
few weeks ago I went to the first night of
a new production of The Marriage of
Figaro in Berlin, and then a few days later
to a brand new opera at Covent Garden
called Morgen und Abend (though sung
in English with English surtitles). The
Mozart is one of the great comedies of
all time. Nobody dies. It’s very funny but
it is also one of the profoundest
explorations of what it is to be human.
‘Morning and Evening’, with text by the
successful Danish writer John Fosse
and music by Georg Friedrich Haas, is
a serious and intentionally deep
contemplation about life before and life
after death.
Did Mozart perhaps have the easier
task? Whatever he really believed in
terms of faith – and he was very pleased
to be a Freemason – he does not in his
operas ever try to give flesh to
apprehensions about eternal life; though
notably in his Requiem he seems to
suggest that we need our deeds judged.
In Figaro he leads us steadily through
moments of delicious entertainment
towards that concluding great scene of
forgiveness by the Countess of the
incorrigible Count, who spends the
whole opera panicking that his wife may
be cheating on him when he spends
almost every other moment trying to
cheat on her. The scene – at the end of
what Beaumarchais called ‘a mad day’ in
his hit pre-revolutionary play adapted
for opera by Mozart and his brilliant
librettist da Ponte – has a musical
atmosphere that always reminds me of
the voice of Neptune (deus ex machina)
introduced by sombre trombones at the
end of Mozart’s Idomeneo, sorting out
the tragic mess with mercy from on high.
In truth, comedy is at least as serious as
serious opera.
Beaumarchais’s spoken play is a
French classic as important as anything
by Molière – and political in a way that
Sheridan’s great comedies such as The
School for Scandal never are. In spoken
theatre actors add the variety and spice
of life to what they say and how their

characters come to life, whereas in opera
the pain and delight within characters
shine through the music – whose genius
always offers an extra layer of accessible
sympathetic resonant meaning.
Fosse and Haas’s world première was
hypnotically performed, with much
attractive and expressive music. It
definitely showed us a world. Richard
Hudson’s designs (using a slow-motion
revolve and carefully spaced bits of
furniture) also had everybody dressed in
grey and pale-faced: elegant and rather

Few can easily accept the end
of our life as we know it
ghostly; though life before death was also
shown as monochrome. But how lifelike
was the world of ‘Morning and Evening’
compared to Figaro? Fosse has not made
a tragedy or even much of a drama out
of the fragments of narrative concerning
Johannes’s birth and then death, on
which he chose to focus. Being serious
about life after death tends to be either
risible or tedious – pearly gates and St
Peter as a kind of border guard are a
feeble joke, and Father Ted (before
Dermot Morgan’s unexpectedly early
summons) gave little impression on TV
of what to expect on arrival.
Tragedy traditionally ends with
corpses, death being no laughing matter.
But few can easily accept the end of our
life as we know it. We cannot imagine
not being. Johannes in the opera is much
the same after death as before – which I
suppose is what the Church has always
believed and taught about eternal life
(Fosse converted to Catholicism two
years ago).
I wrote a review of Haas’s opera for
the website of the Critics’ Circle which
they wittily headed ‘From morning to
yawning’. Fosse’s conversational work did
not involve me. In fact this new opera is
profoundly mundane, despite its exciting
colourful musical moments and fine
affecting singing by urbane baritone
Christoph Pohl as Johannes, and Helena
Rasker and Sarah Wegener as the
women in his life. However, songs are all

about words, and if characters have little
to say of interest there is slight chance
that their songs will be engaging.
But every moment in Mozart’s great
comedy is burgeoning with truth and
life. This Figaro at the Berlin Staatsoper
was conducted by the Venezuelan
whizzkid Gustavo Dudamel and staged
by veteran Jürgen Flimm, the company’s
artistic director. Neither had much sense
of the fascination of this work of genius.
It was Dudamel’s first major operatic
outing, and very uncertain. It was bad
luck for him that Flimm was so casual
about how he dealt with the carefully
crafted jokes and locations, and the
fundamental story of the opera. None of
the insights rang true.
Martin McDonagh’s new play
Hangmen is at the Wyndhams Theatre
in London until March 5. It’s mostly set
in a pub run by a retired British
professional hangman – so obviously
many decades ago. It contains some of
McDonagh’s usual intriguing false leads
and unexpected departures; but I
cannot help feeling that its energy and
despatch lack the potential of
McDonagh’s earlier plays, especially his
brilliant The Pillowman. This new play
has too many echoes of the brilliant Joe
Orton (of Loot, and What the Butler
Saw). Wildean language added
irresistible extra energy to his farces.
Hangmen is not a farce, though it gets
plenty of laughs. My problem with the
new play is what it is for. What is it really
about? Somehow McDonagh is telling
us both too much and not enough at the
same time – a mistake he has never
made in the past (especially in his
extraordinary and very personal films In
Bruges and Seven Psychopaths). Perhaps I
should see it again, as I still think
McDonagh is great. But you cannot
always win – though Hangmen did well
at the Evening Standard Awards. ND
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the way we live now
Christopher Smith’s column this month is not to be shared with the children
The number of people around who
appear to be perpetually outraged seems
to grow and grow. Private Eye printed a
cartoon last month showing some
ropey-looking demonstrators with
placards saying things like ‘No platform!’
as one says to another, ‘It’s so exhausting
being offended all the time’. Indeed. Our
neighbouring church school hit the
national press last month because their
new Head asked the children to walk in
a particular way along the corridors, to
keep a lid on the chaos that sometimes
ensues as they rush out to play. Certain
parents decided that this was an
outrageous affront to the freedom of
expression of their little darlings and
contacted the local rag and The
Guardian. By the following day the story
was in all the nationals and on News at
Ten.
This time last year, a hapless
clergyperson in Norwich got into
trouble for letting slip in a primary
school assembly that Father Christmas
didn’t really exist. Now, I hate to spill the
beans in a national magazine; but that
clergyperson, a non-stipendiary curate
called Margaret McPhee, was in fact
correct. Father Christmas is not a real
person, and at this time of year we all
collude in a national conspiracy to
conceal that fact. I suppose we like the
excitement generated among our
children when they think that their
Christmas presents arrive by magic. No
child will sustain that belief for ever, but
a number of the Norfolk parents
managed to confect such violent outrage
that some told their children that Mrs
McPhee was a liar, in order to
perpetuate the lie that Christmas
presents are brought down the chimney
by a fat man in a Coca-Cola costume
who gets round the entire world in one
night. ‘I had to tell my children that the
vicar was a liar basically, so I could keep
my children believing’, someone called
Tara Fiske was quoted by the Daily Mail.
What have we come to?

Confected outrage is in my mind
because I have been following a tale of
campus japes in America, at the
University of Yale. Or, rather, a tale of
the suppression of japes at this respected
seat of learning. Apparently, American
students nowadays find the whole
business of growing up quite difficult,
and, for all I know, it may be just as bad
in this country. But they evidently
become anxious if their pre-existing
ideas and world view are challenged and
they encounter something they don’t
like: an odd attitude to a university
education, I’d say. And at Yale, there is
an official body called the Intercultural

‘I had to tell my children that
the vicar was a liar’
Affairs Council. Now inevitably, if you
create a body like that, it will find it
necessary to do things, and something
the Intercultural Affairs Council does is
issue memoranda ‘advising’ students on
how to behave so as not to upset anyone
else. And in time for Halloween, which
you and I know as the eve of All Saints’
Day, but which American students use
as an excuse to dress up in daft costumes
and throw parties, the Council issued a
memorandum saying that anyone who
elected to wear ‘feathered headdresses,
turbans, “war paint” or modifying skin
tone’ would be guilty of ‘making poor
decisions’.
That, of course, is a coded ban on
anything non-PC; or, as they put it,
anything that somebody else thinks
‘disrespects, alienates or ridicules
segments of our population based on
race, nationality, religious belief or
gender expression’. So perhaps you
shouldn’t go to the deanery Christmas
party dressed as a cardinal, and neither
should you go to the Saturday of the
Edgbaston test match in an ill-fitting
polka-dot dress and curly green wig. Not
if you’re a bloke, anyway.
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Fortunately (though not, as it turned
out, for her) the wife of the master of one
of Yale’s residential colleges realised
what nonsense this all was and issued
her own memo suggesting that young
adults at university might be capable of
making their own decisions and that
those who chose to be offended might be
able to deal with the matter in an adult
way. ‘Talk to each other’, she suggested.
‘Free speech and the ability to tolerate
difference are the hallmarks of a free and
open society.’
This seemed so shocking to some of
the trainee professional offence-takers at
Yale that they protested, and the hapless
academic sallied forth to defend his
wife’s email and apologise for anything
they might have done wrong. And the
reason I know about this whole
ridiculous saga is that a girl was caught
on camera swearing and screaming at
him like a banshee that he should resign.
Yale, she had previously thought, was a
‘safe space’ where she would never be
challenged, still less offended, and he had
failed in his duty to protect this
environment for her. He was, therefore,
‘disgusting’.
How, one wonders, are these young
people going to make their way outside
the academy? To whom will they go
running as they enter the world of work?
When they read a book, who will supply
the ‘trigger warnings’ necessary to give
notice of things that they might find
distressing? Last year, some law students
at Harvard (another top-drawer
American university) asked their tutors
not to teach them the law relating to
rape in case someone should be
traumatised in the process.
American academics are becoming
terrified of their own students. As so
often in the modern world, it feels as
though the lunatics have taken over the
asylum, as people search for ‘microaggressions’ to be offended by. Oh, and
look – I’ve just done it. It’s off to the
mad-house for me… ND

Diary: Three Go to Rome
‘Thurifer’ and chums range from ancient to baroque

F

og. The autumn mists conspired to delay our flight, and
There were, of course, many highlights. PP put the
we had to endure an extra two hours in the hell that is Pantheon at the top of his list. Its mighty and compelling
Stansted Airport. The noise; the people. The return structure encompasses the whole history of Rome from the
was even worse: an hour’s delay waiting to reclaim baggage, time of Marcus Agrippa. Your diarist was torn between
with no information from the Information Desk. None of this, Caravaggio’s paintings, the spectacular view of St Peter’s from
however, detracted from a wonderful week in the Eternal City. the Ponte Sant’Angelo – a view made possible by Mussolini:
And it was summer weather at the beginning of November: how much will that weigh in the balance at the final
shirt-sleeve order. The rain one afternoon came curiously judgement? – before settling on St Mary Major and its golden
from a perfectly clear sky.
ceiling. HJ initially chose the Chapel of St Clement in St Peter’s
A friend about to visit Rome for the first time was asked, Basilica, notably for its beautiful gilding; but gave first prize to
‘Which Rome are you visiting? Ancient Rome, Medieval the visit to the Scavi (highly recommended and completely
Rome, Baroque Rome, Fascist Rome?’ We spanned ancient to absorbing). This, despite the presence on the guided tour of a
baroque. Inevitably with a cleric in the party, the first port of group of well-rounded Americans, one of whom opined loudly
call was Gammarelli: for Catholics and Anglo-Catholics the from a position of impregnable, opinionated ignorance. He had
clerical tailor of choice and par excellence. While HJ negotiated hesitated over the sight of a man kneeling at a prie dieu to
amicably for a cassock to be re-lined, a new cassock to be made, retrieve his wife’s mobile ’phone, which he was charging from
and a gilet to be bought, his previous purchases and the supply illuminating the statue of Our Lady in St John
measurements were swiftly produced. Meanwhile, PP and I Lateran.
enjoyed observing a bishop – recently retired from the Papal
Among the many sights, one of the most memorable,
Household – advising and kitting-out the new bishop of and much enjoyed by my companions, was that of Raymond
Palermo with all the necessities of episcopal office. At the heart Leo, Cardinal Burke – a champion of doctrinal orthodoxy for
of their conversation was an animated discussion about some, a focus of dissent for others – walking purposefully
buttons.
along the road behind the Chiesa
Earlier in the year I took with me to a Luciano Pavarotti look-a-like Nuova, reciting his rosary as he passed
Venice Hugh Honor’s exquisite book wandered around, mercifully by.
The Companion to Venice. To Rome it
There were a few blemishes. The
without singing
was Roman Mornings, by James Leesplain, even ugly, façade of the Church
Milne. He chooses eight buildings and the Trevi Fountain to of the Stigmata of St Francis promised more than it delivered.
illustrate the epochs of the city’s history. Those who know his The magnificent Gesù – the template for baroque churches
printed Diaries will find the same rich, elegant, evocative prose near and far, that triumph of Jesuit simplicity, not a single inch
and similar detailed observation. However, since reading without marble, gold, precious stones, or painting – had a truly
Michael Bloch’s biography, it was difficult to disengage the hideous and offensive cube as its main altar, totally out of
prose from the man. He emerges from that book as a clear- proportion, with a matching ambo and presidential bench that
eyed, calculating up-market rent boy in his youth; and in later doubled as a lectern (don’t ask) and all on a crude dais of
years a ferocious snob and accomplished freeloader.
battleship grey.
Another whose rackety, not to say squalid and criminal,
All that was lacking was an ancient Jesuit, with an alb half
life has to be set against the genius of his art was Michelangelo way up his calf, shrouded in a horse-blanket chasuble, shuffling
Merisi da Caravaggio. Having recently read the admirable and to that altar to illustrate the vulgarity of the times. Cardinal
rigorously researched work by Andrew Graham-Dixon, and Farnese, whose name is emblazoned across the pediment of
absorbed his detailed reading of the paintings, it made the the portico, must be asking himself how anyone could possibly
viewing of ‘The Calling of St Matthew’, ‘The Martyrdom of think this a worthy setting for the perfect sacrifice. Later,
St Matthew’, and ‘The Inspiration of St Matthew’ (all in St a misplaced sense of loyalty took us into All Saints in Baboon
Louis de France) all the more rewarding. They are spectacular Street to see Street’s fine neo-Gothic building. We looked at
and unlike anything that went before them, and little that has it to the soundtrack of ‘The wheels of the bus go round and
come after.
round’. It was beyond parody.
‘Normally I enjoy the sound of the trumpet’, said HJ as we
Twenty-two churches visited, and it was time to go.
entered the Piazza della Rotunda. A less-than-accomplished We have been friends for many years, and for several years
executant was blaring away, butchering several tunes, while a have met once a month for dinner. This was our first holiday
Luciano Pavarotti look-a-like – not entirely convincing: too together, and it was a triumph: every day, every hour
slim – wandered around, mercifully without singing. We punctuated with much laughter. However, one of the troika
reflected on the fact that it appears nowadays, both in Rome received notification while we were there that he was to
and London (and, no doubt, elsewhere), impossible to enter a relocate to another part of the country within a few months.
square or turn a corner without some form of street And so our farewell to Rome was rather more bittersweet than
entertainment being forced upon you.
we had expected. ND
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Season’s Reheatings
Some ideas for using up the remains of your Christmas dinner

I

cannot abide wasted food, so
here are some ideas for dealing
with festal leftovers in the
Christmas Octave. Whether you’ve
had goose, chicken, or turkey, the
carcass is dealt with easily enough.
You can go on carving it with the
knife; but it’s much more satisfying
just to take it back to the kitchen
and tear it apart with your hands.
It’s always useful to keep a box of
latex gloves in the kitchen – most
chemists or supermarkets stock
them – for these purposes; and, if
you’re a priest, they’re very useful to
have on when chopping onions or
garlic before saying mass. After all,
no one wants a host placed on their tongue by garlicky fingers. set for Christmas Potted Meat. Pop another pair of latex
So; rip apart the bird. Take out the stuffing, then pull the gloves on, and pick off all the little bits of meat from the bones.
meat off and put it to one side (I use a small paring knife for You’ll find they come away quite easily. Don’t forget to check
the more fiddly bits). Put all the bones (and I do mean all) into the ribs and breastbone – there’s usually plenty lurking there,
a large stockpot, and cover with water. Put the lid on and leave too. Discard any bits of skin; or, if it’s very cold, put them out
it to simmer for a few hours. Top up with water now and then; for the birds.
Lay all the meat you’ve taken off the carcass on a chopping
but don’t add too much: you want to end up with about half
board
and chop it roughly with a sharp knife. Then put it in a
the amount you started with.
While the stockpot’s simmering away; turn your thoughts bowl and mix it with a splash of sweet sherry or marsala wine,
to the meat, stuffing, and vegetables. You may be a fan of soup a good pinch of salt, plenty of ground pepper, and paprika to
and sandwiches; in which case pop the meat and stuffing in taste. It should have a moist but not wet texture. Then divide
the fridge and start chopping up the leftover cooked the mixture equally between some ramekins, and melt some
vegetables. You’ll have the most wonderful stock from the bird, butter gently in a pan. Pour the melted butter into the
which you can blend with the chopped vegetables to make ramekins so that it’s level with the top, then dust generously
delicious and almost instant soup. Don’t use the sprouts, with cayenne pepper. Let the butter set firm before
transferring the ramekins to the fridge.
though, for everyone’s sake.
Now’s your chance, however, to Much more satisfying to take it They’ll keep for a week or longer, and
the contents are delicious on hot brown
make Christmas Octave Pie. It’s a
back to the kitchen and tear it toast.
“cheat” receipt; but no one wants to
apart with your hands
Most fun of all, of course, are
make pastry from scratch at that time
Christmas
Pudding Rissoles. This
of year. Cut the meat, vegetables, and
stuffing into bite-sized chunks, and place them in a pie dish. cleverly uses up the leftover sausage-meat from the stuffing,
Roll out some pre-made puff pastry from the fridge or freezer the smoked streaky bacon that didn’t end up on top of the bird,
and lay it over the filling, crimping it at the edges of the dish. and – you may have guessed it already – the remains of the
Then brush the top with beaten egg or milk, and pierce it Christmas pudding. It couldn’t be simpler. In a mixing bowl,
several times. Pop it in the top of a preheated oven (180º/Gas place however much sausage-meat you have, within reason.
Mark 4) for about half an hour – it just needs time for the Crumble over it about half as much Christmas pudding, and
pastry to rise and crisp up, and for the filling to heat through. mix it all together by hand. (Those latex gloves really are
(If you have an Aga you’ll know its idiosyncrasies; so follow worth the outlay.) When it’s nicely combined, make sausageyour instinct.) Serve hot with the rest of the gravy, or piccalilli, shaped patties and wrap each one in a rasher of the bacon –
you may find it helpful to secure them at each end with a
and a glass or two of middling Burgundy.
Once the stock’s done and cool enough, take out the bones cocktail stick. Then pop them under a hot grill, turning them
and lay them to one side. The stock can be strained, and then a couple of times as necessary. Once the bacon has crisped up,
put into a number of small freezer containers, ready to be take the rissoles out and let them stand on kitchen paper for a
defrosted and used as and when. Do check the strainer for any minute or two. Serve immediately with well-chilled Riesling
bits of meat that will have fallen off the bones. You’re now all and the last of the roast potatoes. ND
‘Audubon’
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THE GUILD OF ALL SOULS
- GENERAL SECRETARY

Ark of the Covenant

T

he feast of our Lady’s Immaculate Conception is the promise of
Christmas; our salvation is already in the bud. As the first green
shoot heralds the approach of spring, in a world that is frost-bound
and seems dead; so in a world of great sinfulness and of utter despair
that spotless conception heralds the restoration of man’s innocence.
As the shoot gives unfailing promise of the flower which is to spring
from it, this conception gives unfailing promise of the Virgin Birth.
Life had come into the world again, supernatural life, not a man’s
choosing or of man’s fashioning. And it grew there unmarked by
human eyes; no angels sang over the hills to celebrate it, no shepherds
left their flocks to come and see; no wise men were beckoned by the
stars to witness that prodigy. And yet the first Advent had begun.
Our Lady, you see, is the consummation of the Old Testament; with
her, the cycle of history begins anew. When God created the first
Adam, he made his preparations beforehand; he fashioned a Paradise
ready for him to dwell in. And when he restored our nature in the
second Adam, once more there was a preparation to be made
beforehand. He fashioned a paradise for the second Adam to dwell
in, and that Paradise was the body and soul of our Blessed Lady,
immune from the taint of sin, Adam’s curse. It was winter still in all
the world around; but in the quiet home where St Anne gave birth to
her daughter, spring had begun.
Man’s winter, God’s spring; the living branch growing from the dead
root; for that, year by year, we Christians give thanks to God when
Advent comes round. It is something that has happened once for all;
we look for no further redemption, no fresh revelation, however many
centuries are to roll over this earth before the skies crack above us and
Our Lord comes again in judgment.
Edited from a sermon preached on the Feast of the Immaculate
Conception, 1936, by Ronald Knox.

Review - The Collations

Applications are invited
for this part-time post.
The Annual Salary is £5000.00.
Applications initially to David
Morgan dgllm@btinternet.com
when full details will be
supplied. The deadline for
indications of interest is 31st
December 2015.

continued

e seventeenth Conference, on making
promises, leads to a discussion about
lying. It is an exercise in discretion
occasioned by Cassian and Germanus’s
asking whether they should keep the
promise made to their superiors in
Bethlehem that they would return. ey
decided to stay in Egypt for another
seven years; but they did eventually
return, and were allowed to go back to
Egypt almost immediately.
Cassian is more of a psychologist than
a eculative theologian. He was a
master of the inner life with a keen
insight into human needs and the

workings of the human mind. e Fih
Conference, for instance, demonstrates
a shrewd understanding of the eight
principal vices and gives a clear
presentation of their inter-connections.
Oen in the conferences he shows a
great capacity to analyse and systematize
his material. His common sense ensures
that he recommends nothing impossible
or hard. He advocates moderation in the
exercise of spiritual disciplines.
John Cassian came to realise that the
solitary life was not for everyone, and
nor was it more perfect than the sound
praice of coenobitism or community

life. He intended the Conferences to
guide his monks and nuns in Marseilles.
Soon they were circulating in religious
communities everywhere, and much of
his teaching was incorporated into the
Rule of St Benedict: anyone who desires
to live a good and prayerful life will
benefit from this collection of the
wisdom of the Desert Fathers. It is
important, however, to use them with
discretion, and therefore the advice of a
wise guide is essential. e preacher will
find in these Conferences plenty of
subjects to consider and develop. ND
Crispin Haison CR
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touching place
ST MARY, wARwICK

M

any large towns and cities have a dominant mediaeval church in
their centre – just think of St Peter Mancroft in Norwich, or St
Mary Redcliffe in Bristol. From a distance the tower of Warwick
church is another of the ilk, all 174 feet of it (1), but as you get closer there’s
something not quite right, and the tracery of the nave windows is nothing like
mediaeval. In fact, on 5 September 1694, there was a massive fire in the centre
of Warwick that destroyed 200 houses as well as the tower, nave and transepts
of the church of St Mary. It was rebuilt with input from Wren, who knew about
rebuilds after fires.
One part that did escape fire damage is the opulent Beauchamp chapel (2),
at the eastern end of the south aisle. Richard Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick, was
very rich but also very devout. He took two years to make the pilgrimage to
Rome and Jerusalem in person, rather than appoint a proxy. When he made
his will in 1435, he specified the construction for his chantry ‘a chapel of Our
Lady, well fair and goodly built’; he died at Rouen four years later and the chapel
was constructed from 1442 to 1462. It was not until 1475 that he was interred
here. His bronze effigy (which in itself cost £700) lies atop a Purbeck marble
tombchest, with mourners around the base recalling the pleurants on the
Burgundian tombs at Dijon. The east window was made by John Pruddle, the
King’s glazier, using Flemish
glass, and features Beauchamp’s
2
patrons Ss Thomas Becket,
Alban, John of Bridlington,
and Winifred. Small statues
occupy niches (3) round the
windows (recalling Albi), with
the nine orders of Angels and
Ss Barbara, Catherine, Mary
Magdalene, and Margaret, All
in, the chapel cost £2481 4s. 7d.
This was at a time when a large
and well equipped stone
chancel could be built for £400
at Adderbury (Oxon).
Richard Beauchamp lived
in an age when it was possible
to be rich and devout.

1

3

Map reference SP282649
Simon Cotton

Forms of words for making a bequest to FiF in your Will
I GIVE to FORWARD IN FAITH of 2A The Cloisters, Gordon
Square, London WC1H 0AG the sum of ___________________
pounds (£
) and I DIRECT that the receipt of the
Treasurer or other proper officer of Forward in Faith shall be
good and sufficient discharge to my Executor.
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or I GIVE the residue of my estate to FORWARD IN FAITH of
2A The Cloisters, Gordon Square, London WC1H 0AG and I
DIRECT that the receipt of the Treasurer or other proper officer
of Forward in Faith shall be good and sufficient discharge to my
Executor.

parish directory

STAFFORD, St.Peter, Rickerscote. A Forward in Faith Parish
under the Episcopal Care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Res.AB&C.
Sunday - Parish Mass 10.15am. For further information contact
Fr.David Baker SSC 01 785 259656

continued

LONDON SE13 St Stephen, Lewisham (opposite Lewisham
Station) A Forward in Faith Parish under the episcopal care of the
Bishop of Fulham. Sunday: Mass 8am, Parish Mass 10am.
Weekdays: Mon 10am, Tues 9am, Wed 12.15pm, Thurs
10.15am, Fri 12.15pm, Sat 10am Parish Priest: Fr Philip Corbett 07929 750054
LONDON SE16 St Mary Rotherhithe, St Marychurch
Street SE16 4JE A Fulham Parish. Sunday: Solemn Mass 10am,
Evening Prayer 6pm, Benediction monthly. Mass times: Tues 12
noon; Wed 10am School Mass; Thur 6pm; Fri 9.30am; Sat
9.30am. Tube: Jubilee Line Bermondsey/Canada Water/
Rotherhithe Overground. Visitors most welcome. Fr Mark
Nicholls SSC 0207 394 3394 - 07909 546659
www.stmaryrotherhithe.org

LONDON SE18 St Nicholas - the Ancient Parish
Church - St Nicholas Road, Plumstead. A Forward in Faith Parish
under the episcopal care of the Bishop of Fulham. Masses:
Sunday 8am; Solemn Sung 11am; Mon 8pm; Tu es 7.30pm; Wed
9.30am; Thur 7pm; Fri 12 noon; Sat 10am. Exposition of the
Blessed Sacrament half an hour before every Mass apart from
Sunday. Modern rite, traditional ceremonial. Parish Priest: Fr
Andrew Stevens 020 8854 0461
LONDON Sw1 St Gabriel, Pimlico Sunday: Mass 8am;
Sung Parish Mass 10:30am. Midweek Mass: Tues 7pm, Wed
7pm, Thurs 7:30am, Fri 9:30am, Sat 9:30am. www.stgabriels.com

LONDON Sw7 St Stephen, Gloucester Road (entrance in
Southwell Gardens) A Fulham Jurisdiction Parish. Modern rite,
traditional ceremonial, gospel preaching and good music.
Sunday: Masses 9am and 11am (Solemn). Daily Mass: Mon
10am, Tues 11am, Wed 7pm, Thur 10am, Fri 1.15pm, Sat 10am.
Rosary - 2nd and 4th Saturday at 10.30am. Parish Priest: Fr Reg
Bushau 020 7370 3418 www.saint-stephen.org.uk

NORTH YORK MOORS St Leonard, Loftus and St
Helen, Carlin How, both ABC Parishes situated on the edge of
the North York Moors. Sunday Mass: Carlin How 9am and Loftus
10.30am. Mass every day except Thurs and Fri. Parish Priest: Fr
Adam Gaunt 01287 644047
OXFORD St John the Evangelist, New Hinksey (1 mile from
the city centre;Vicarage Road, OX1 4RE) Resolutions ABC. Sunday:
Parish Mass 10.30am. Parish Priest: Fr James Wilkinson 01865
245879 www. acny.org.uk/467 Come and discover Oxford’s
hidden Comper Church!
OXFORD St.Barnabas and St Thomas. Services:
Saturdays 5.30pm Vigil Mass (St.Thomas). Sundays 8.00am Low
Mass, (St.Barnabas), 9:15am Matins (St.Thomas), 10.30am
Parish Mass(St.Thomas), 6.30pm Evening Prayer (St.Barnabas).
For Daily Mass see website: www.sbarnabas.org.uk. Parish
priest: Fr Jonathan Beswick 01865 557530
PLYMOUTH SACRED HEART MISSION COMMUNITY
PARISHES A Forward in Faith Parish. Resolutions ABC, St
John, Exeter Street (PL4 0NG) Sunday: Mass 11.15am; St
Gabriel, PeverellTerrace (PL3 4JJ) Sunday: Mass 10am; St Mary,
Federation Road (PL3 6BR) Sunday: Mass 10am. Parish Priest: Fr
Keith Haydon 01752 220644
READING St Giles-in-Reading, Southampton Street (next to
the Oracle). Medieval church. Forward in Faith, aﬃliated with The
Society. Sunday: Mattins - 10am; Parish Mass with Sunday
School - 10.30am; Evensong - 5.30pm; Low Mass 6pm. Daily
Oﬃces and Daily Mass. Friday Bible Study at 11.30am. Regular
study groups, see our website.. Parish Priest: Fr David Harris
0118 957 2831 www.sgilesreading.org.uk

SALISBURY St Martin – the oldest Church in Salisbury.
With the spire at the end of St. Martin’s Church Street behind
Wiltshire College. A Forward in Faith Parish. Resolutions ABC
under the episcopal care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Sunday:
LONDON Sw11 The Ascension, Lavender Hill. Famous and Parish Eucharist, 11.00am (also 8.00pm 2nd and 4th Sundays)
Daily Oﬃce and Eucharist. For further information contact:
flourishing ABC Parish, in the Fulham Jurisdiction. Inspiring
Parish Administration on 01722 503123 or
liturgy with modern rites, traditional ceremonial, fervent
preaching and good music. Sunday: High Mass 11am. Weekday www.sarumstmartin.org.uk Parish Priest: Fr. David Fisher.
01722 500896
Mass: Wednesday 7.30pm. Rosary: Saturday 11.30am. SOLW
Cell organises pilgrimage, social and fundraising activities.
SCARBOROUGH St Saviour with All Saints, A FiF Parish
Parish Priest: Fr Iain Young 020 7228 5340
aﬃliated to the Society of Ss Wilfrid and Hilda and under the
Episopal Care of the Bishop of Beverley. Sunday Mass 10am with
LONDON Sw20 and Sw19 St Saviour, Grand Drive,
refreshments to follow. Evening Prayer 4.30pm. Evening Prayer
Raynes Park and All Saints, SouthWimbledon, Forward in Faith
and Benediction on the last Sunday of the month. Weekday
Parishes under the Episcopal Care of the Bishop of Fulham. St
masses: Monday 2pm Thursday 10.15am Saturday 9.30am.
Saviour Sunday Parish Mass: 9.30am. All Saints Sunday
Major Festivals times vary. Fr David Dixon 01723 363828
Solemn Mass: 11am. For other Sunday and weekday masses
frdavidstmart@gmail.com stsaviour-scarborough.org.uk
contact Fr Michael Blackman 020 8542 2787
SHREwSBURY All Saints with St Michael, North Street
LONDON wC1 Christ the King, Gordon Square The
Forward in Faith Church. Mon to Fri: Mass at 12.30pm, plus: Thur (near Shrewsbury railway station). A Forward in Faith Parish under
the episcopal care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Resolutions ABC.
at 12 noon: Angelus followed by Exposition of the Blessed
Sunday: Mass 10.30am. For daily Mass times or further
Sacrament until 12.25pm. Other services: as announced.
information, contact Fr Michael Fish SSC 01743 244879
Contact the FiF Oﬃce on 020 7388 3588 or email:
chaplain@forwardinfaith.com
SOUTH BENFLEET, Essex St Mary the Virgin FiF under
the pastoral care of The Bishop of Richborough. Sundays 10am
LOUND Suﬀolk St John the Baptist. Sung Parish Mass.
Sunday Mass 1st, 2nd and 3rd Sunday's 9.30am Further details Parish Mass, other service highlights: Wed 7.30pm Mass and
Exposition; Sat 9am Mass & Rosary, Family Masses as
from Fr David Boddy SSC 01 502 733374
announced. Friendly Faith and Worship. Parish Priest: Fr Leslie
MANCHESTER Failsworth The Church of the Holy
Drake SSC
Family. A Forward in Faith Parish. Sunday Mass : 9.15am. For
SOUTHPORT St. Luke, corner of Hawkshead St and St.Lukes
other Sunday and Weekday Services or further information
Rd, about 1/2 mile from town centre. Sundays: Parish
please contact the Rector, Fr Tony Mills: 0161 681 3644
Mass10.30am, Evensong and Benediction 6.30pm. Weekday
MANCHESTER The Parish of Swinton and
Mass: Tuesday 7.30pm, Wednesday 9.30am followed by
Pendlebury: All Saints, Wardley; Saint Augustine,
refreshments, Thursday 11am, Friday 12 noon, Saturday 10am.
Pendlebury; Saint Peter, Swinton. A Forward in Faith Parish.
Parish Priest: Fr Paul Hutchins SSC - email:
Sunday Masses: 8am and 5.30pm (SP), Sung at 9.30am (AS),
fr.Hutchins@btinternet.com - 01704 213711- www.sluke.
10.30am (SP) and 11am (SA). Daily Mass in Parish. Fr Jeremy
co.uk
Sheehy, Rector: 0161 794 1578, Parish Oﬃce: 0161 727 8175
SPENNYMOOR,
CO. DURHAM St Andrew, Tudhoe
email: paroﬀsandp@btconnect.com
Grange, Forward in Faith, ABC; Sunday: 9am Sung Mass and
MIDDLESBROUGH The Church of St Columba Sunday: Sunday School, 6pm Evensong (with Benediction on 1st Sunday
of month); Weekday Masses: Tues 7pm, Thurs 9.30am.Parish
Mass 9.30am. Daily Mass. St John the Evangelist Sunday
Mass 11am. For further information contact Fr Stephen Cooper Priest: Fr John Livesley SSC - 01388 814817
01642 824779

STOKE-ON-TRENT, LONGTON SS Mary and Chad. A
Forward in Faith Parish. Sunday: Parish Mass 10am. Weekdays:
Mon 10am, Tues 6.30pm, Wed 10am, Thur 11.30am, Fri 6.30pm.
Confessions after any Mass or by appointment. Fr Kevin Palmer Parish Oﬃce - 01782 313142 - www.ssmaryandchad.com
STOKE-ON-TRENT, SMALLTHORNE St Saviour.
ABC. Convenient for Alton Towers & the Potteries. Parish Mass
Sunday 11.00am. Weekdays: Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday
09.30, Wednesday noon. Contact Fr.Andrew Swift 01 782
827889 - frandrew@smallthorne.org
www.smallthorne.org

twitter@SSaviours

SUNDERLAND St Mary Magdalene, Wilson Street,
Millfield. A Forward in Faith Parish under the episcopal care of
the Bishop of Beverley. Sunday: Parish Mass 10.30am,
Benediction 6.30pm, Mass 7pm. Weekdays Mass: Mon and Wed
10.30am, Tues and Thur 7.30pm, Fri 7.30am, Sat 10am. Rosary
Thur 7.15pm, Sat 6.15pm. Confessions: Sat 6.30pm or by
appointment. Parish Priest: Fr Beresford Skelton 0191 565 6318
www.st-marymagdalene.co.uk

SUTTON All Saints, Benhilton A Forward in Faith Parish
under the care of the Bishop of Fulham. Sunday: Low Mass 8am,
Solemn Mass 9.30am. Daily Mass - Tues 9.30am, Wed 7.30pm
Thurs 10am, Fri 9.30am, Sat 10am. Confessions by
appointment. Contact Fr Peter Harnden on 0208 644 9070,
Churchwardens: Douglas Boreham 0208 646 4682 and Stanley
Palmer 020 8330 7408
SwINDON Parish of Swindon New Town A Forward in
Faith Parish under the episcopal care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet.
Sunday masses: 9.00am S. Saviour's; 10.30am S. Mark's;10.30am
S. Luke's. Weekday masses as advertised. Contact Fr Dexter
Bracey 01793 538220 swindonnewtown@btinternet.com
TIPTON, west Midlands St John the Evangelist,
Upper Church Lane, Princes End, DY4 9ND. ABC. Sunday: Parish Mass
9.30am, Sunshine Club 9.25am in the Hall, Evening Prayer 4pm.
Weekday Mass: Mon and Thurs 7.30pm, Wednesday 9.30am,
Friday and Saturday 10.00am. www.fifparish.com/
stjohntipton Parish Priest: Fr Simon Sayer CMP 0121 679 7510
TIVIDALE, Oldbury, west Midlands St. Michael
the Archangel, Tividale Road and Holy Cross, Ashleigh Road.
Society Parish. Sunday Worship: Parish Mass 11am
(St.Michael's), Evening Mass 6pm (Holy Cross). Contact
Fr.Martin Ennis 01 384257888 frmennis@gmail.com,
www.vicaroftividale.co.uk

TORQUAY All Saints, Babbacombe - ABC Parish under the
care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Sunday 10.30am Sung Parish
Mass. Weekdays: 9.30am Mass (Except Thurs – 6.30pm). Fr.
Paul Jones – 07809 767458 Cary Ave, Babbacombe. TQ1 3QT
allsaintsbabbacombe.org.uk

wALSALL St Gabriel’s, Fullbrook,Walstead Road,Walsall, oﬀ
Junc.7 or 9 of M6. Resolutions ABC. Sunday: 8am Mass, 10am
Parish Mass, 4pm Evening Prayer, 5pm Evening Mass. Daily
Mass. Parish Priest: Fr Mark McIntyre 01922 622583
wEDNESBURY, west Bromwich St Francis of
Assisi, Friar ParkWS10 0HJ (5 minutes from junc 9 of M6) Sunday:
Mass 9.45am. Weekday Mass: Tues and Thur 9.30am, Wed and
Fri 7.30pm, Sat 10am. Lively worship in the Modern Catholic
Tradition, with accessible preaching, and a stunning gem of a
church beautifully restored. Parish Clergy: Fr Ron Farrell: 0121
556 5823 or Fr.Gary Hartill 0121 505 3954- Visit us at www.
saintfrancisfriarpark.com

wELLINGBOROUGH St Mary the Virgin, Knox Road
(near BR station) A Forward in Faith Parish under the episcopal
care of the Bishop of Richborough. Sunday: Mass 10.30am. Daily
Mass and Oﬃce. For further information see our Website: www.
stmarywellingborough.org.uk

wEST KIRBY St Andrew, Meols Drive,Wirral, CH48 5DQ.
Sunday 8am Low Mass; 10:30 am Sung Mass; Evensong 6pm
first Sunday. Daily Mass. Traditional ceremonial with a warm
welcome. Safe harbour in Wirral and Cheshire West, visitors
welcome. Resolutions ABC. Parish Priest: Fr Walsh 0151 632
4728 www.standrewswestkirby.co.uk

Continued on next page
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wESTON super MARE All Saints with St Saviour, All
Saints Road, BS23 2NL. A Member of the Society under the
episcopal care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet - All are welcome.
Sundays: 9am Mass, 10.30am Parish Mass. Weekdays: 10am
Mass (Wed, Thur and Sat). Priest-in-Charge: Fr Andrew Hughes
SSC 01934 204217 fatherandrew@sky.com - Parish Oﬃce 01934
415379 allsaintsandstsaviour@btconnect.com Visit our website
www.allsaintswsm.org

wEYMOUTH St Paul, Abbotsbury Road Modern catholic
under the episcopal care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Sunday
(usually): Parish Mass 9.30am (creche and Sunday school);
Informal Eucharist 11.15am; EP and Benediction 5pm (1st
Sunday). For times of daily and Holyday mass ring Parish Priest:
Fr Richard Harper SSC 01305 778821
wINCHESTER Holy Trinity. A Forward in Faith Church
under the Episcopal care of the Bishop of Richborough. ABC
Resolutions. Sunday: Sung Mass 10.30am. Weekday Masses:
Tues 10.30am, Thur 12 noon. Contact: Canon Malcolm Jones SSC
01962 869707 (Parish Oﬃce) or Churchwardens: Barbara Smith
01264 720887 or John Purver 01 962 732351 - email: enquiry@
holytrinitywinchester.co.uk - website:
www.holytrinitywinchester.co.uk

YORK All Saints, North Street (near Park Inn Hotel) A Forward in
Faith church with traditional rite. Resolutions A,B &C passed.
Sunday: Low Mass 10.30 am, Sung or High Mass 5.30pm,
Thursday Low Mass 12.45 pm. Visitors to this beautiful medieval
church are always welcome; the church is normally open during
daylight hours. - website: www. allsaints-northstreet.org.uk
YORKSHIRE near Skipton on the road to Colne and
Clitheroe. Three rural churches which make up the only
Resolutions ABC Parish in the Yorkshire Dales. Sundays:
THORNTON St Mary Sung Mass, modern rite 9.15am.
MARTON St Peter Prayer Book Holy Communion 10.45am.
BROUGHTON All Saints Evensong 7pm. For further
information please contact Canon Nicholas Turner SSC 01282
842332

Diocesan
Directory
FiF, DIOCESE OF BIRMINGHAMKingstanding St Luke*
0121 354 3281, Kingstanding St Mark 0121 360 7288, Small
Heath All Saints* 0121 772 0621, Sparkbrook St Agatha* vacant,
Washwood Heath St Mark, Saltley St Saviour* 0121 328 9855,
(*Forward in Faith Registered Parishes)
FiF, DIOCESE OF CANTERBURYAshford South St Francis
with Christ Church 01233 620600, Borden *SS Peter and Paul
01795 472986, Deal *St Andrew 01 304 381131, Eastchurch *All
Saints 01795 880205, Folkestone *St Peter 01303 254472, Guston
*St Martin, 01304 204878, Harbledown *St Michael 01227
464117, Maidstone *St Michael 01622 752710, Preston St
Catherine 01795 536801, Ramsgate *St George, Holy Trinity
01843 593593, Temple Ewell SS Peter and Paul 01304 822865, (*
resolutions in place)
FiF, DIOCESE OF CHESTER Chester St Oswald and St Thomas
of Canterbury, ABC, Fr Robert Clack 01 244 399990; Congleton St
James the Great, ABC, Fr Colin Sanderson 01260 408203; Crewe St
Barnabas, ABC, Fr Ralph Powell 01270 212418; Crewe St Michael,
Coppenhall, ABC, Fr Charles Razzall 01270 215151; Dukinfield St
Luke, ABC, vacant; Knutsford St John the Baptist, ABC, Rev Nigel
Atkinson 01565 632834/755160; Liscard St Thomas the Apostle,
ABC, Fr Robert Nelson 0151 630 2830, Stockport St Peter, ABC, Fr
Kenneth Kenrick 0161 483 2483; West Kirby St Andrew, ABC, Fr
Peter Walsh 0151 632 4728
FiF, DIOCESE OF COVENTRYAnsty St James; Coventry St
Luke, Holbrooks; St Nicholas, Radford; St Oswald, Tile Hill;
Leamington St John the Baptist; Nuneaton St Mary and St John,
Camp Hill, St Mary’s Abbey Church; Shilton St Andrew. For further
details contact Fr Kit Dunkley 02476 688604
FiF, DIOCESE OF DERBYDerby: St Anne, Churchwarden
Alison Haslam 01 332 362392; St Luke, Churchwarden Frank
Stephens 01 332 512673; St Bartholomew, Churchwarden Ian

Dew 01 332 760195; Hasland St Paul and Temple Normanton St
James Fr Malcolm Ainscough 01246 232486; Ilkeston Holy Trinity,
Bp Roger Jupp 0115 973 5168; Long Eaton St Laurence, Bp Roger
Jupp 0115 973 5168; Staveley St John Baptist with Inkersall St
Columba and Barrow Hill St Andrew: Fr.Stephen Jones, 01 246
498603
DIOCESE OF EXETER FiF Recommended Parishes:
Abbotsham St Helen, vacant - Churchwarden 01 237 420338;
Babbacombe All Saints, Fr P.Jones 01803 323002; Barnstaple St
Peter, Fr D Fletcher 01271 373837; Bovey Tracey St John, Fr G
Stanton 07925 051905; Exeter St Michael & All Angels,
Heavitree; St Lawrence, Lower Hill Barton Rd; St Paul,
Burnthouse Lane; St Mary Steps, West Street, Fr R Eastoe 01392
677150; Exwick St Andrew, Station Road, Fr J Bird 01392
255500; Great Torrington St Michael, Little Torrington St Giles,
Frithelstock St Mary & St Gregory, Taddiport St Mary
Magdalene, Fr.P.Bevan - 01805 622166; Holsworthy St Peter &
St Paul, Fr.C.Penn - 01 409 253435; Ilfracombe Team, Fr R Harris
01271 863467; Lewtrenchard St Peter, vacant 01566 784008;
Newton Abbot St Luke, Milber, Vacant - Churchwarden 01 626
212339; Paignton St John the Baptist with St Andrew & St
Boniface Fr R Carlton 01803 351866; Plymouth St
Peter and the Holy Apostles Fr.D.Way - 01 752 222007;
Plymouth Mission Community of Our Lady of Glastonbury St
Francis, Honicknowle, St Chad, Whitleigh, St Aidan, Ernesettle,
Fr D Bailey 01752 773874; Plymouth Sacred Heart Mission
Community Parishes St John the Evangelist; Sutton-on-Plym St
Gabriel the Archangel, Peverell Park; St Mary the Virgin, Laira, Fr
K Haydon 01752 220644; Plymouth St Bartholomew, Devonport
& St Mark, Ford, Fr. R. Silk – 01752 562623; Torquay St
Marychurch Fr R Ward 01803 269258; Torquay St Martin, Fr G
Chapman 01803 327223; Torre All Saints, Chelston St Matthew
Vacant 01 803 607429; Winkleigh All Saints, Fr P Norman 01837
83719
FiF, DIOCESE OF GUILDFORDAldershot St Augustine,
Fr Keith Hodges 01252 320840, Hawley Holy Trinity and All
Saints, Fr Martyn Neale 01276 35287 - Please contact clergy for
details of services or visit www.forwardinfaith.info/guildford
FiF, DIOCESE OF LEICESTERBlackford and Woodville Fr T
Vale 01283 211310; Leicester St Aidan, New Parks, Fr S Lumby
0116 287 2342; St Mary de Castro, Fr D Maudlin 01572 820181;
St Chad, Fr M Court 0116 241 3205; St Hugh, Eyres Monsall, Fr.Ian
Wright 0116 277 7455; Narborough Fr A Hawker 0116 275 1470;
Scraptoft Fr M Court 0116 241 3205; Wistow Benefice Fr P
O’Reilly 0116 240 2215
FiF, DIOCESE OF LINCOLN ABC Parishes: Binbrook Group
(Louth) Fr Walker 01472 398227; Edenham ( Bourne) Fr Hawes
01778 591358; Grimsby St Augustine Fr Martin 07736 711360;
Skirbeck St Nicholas (Boston) Fr Noble 01205 362734; Wainfleet
Group (Skegness) Fr.Morgan 01 754 880029; AB Parishes:
Burgh-le- Marsh (Skegness) Fr Steele 01754 810216; Fosdyke
All Saints (Kirton) vacant (Mr.Tofts 01 205 260672). Nonpetitioning parishes: Lincoln City Mrs Ticehurst 01522 850728 ;
N.E. Lincs Fr Martin 07736 711360 ; S. Lincs Fr Noble 01205
362734
LEEDS FiF, wITHIN THE DIOCESE OF wEST YORKSHIRE
and the DALES Belle Isle St John and St Barnabas, Priest in
Charge, Fr Chris Buckley CMP 01132 717821, also priest with
pastoral responsibility for the Parishes of Hunslet St Mary, Cross
Green St Hilda, Richmond Hill St.Saviour; Harehills St Wilfrid, Fr
Terry Buckingham SSC: 01943 876066; Please ring for details of
services
FiF, DIOCESE OF MANCHESTERBlackley Holy Trinity, ABC,
FiF, Fr Philip Stamp 0161 205 2879; Lower BroughtonThe
Ascension, ABC, FiF, Canon David Wyatt 0161 736 8868;
Chadderton St Mark, ABC, FiF Churchwarden - Janet Rogers
0161 627 4986; Failsworth Holy Family, ABC, FiF, Fr Tony Mills
0161 681 3644; Glodwick St Mark, ABC, Fr Graham Hollowood
0161 624 4964; Hollinwood St Margaret, ABC, FiF, Fr David
Hawthorn 0161 681 4541; Lightbowne St Luke, ABC, FiF, Fr John
O’Connor 0161 465 0089; Middleton Junction St Gabriel, ABC,
FiF Churchwarden - George Yates 0161 258 4940; Moss Side
Christ Church, ABC, FiF, Canon Simon Killwick 0161 226 2476;
Oldham St James with St Ambrose, ABC FiF, Fr Paul Plumpton
0161 633 4441; Peel Green St Michael, ABC, Fr.Ian Hall - 0161
788 8991; Prestwich St Hilda, ABC, FiF, Fr Ronald Croft 0161 773
1642; Royton St Paul, ABC, FiF, Canon Peter McEvitt - 01 706
843485; Salford St Paul, ABC, Canon David Wyatt 0161 736
8868; Swinton and Pendlebury ABC, FiF, Fr Jeremy Sheehy 0160
794 1578; Tonge Moor, Bolton St Augustine, ABC, FiF, Fr Tony
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Davies 01204 523899; Winton St Mary Magdalene, ABC, FiF, Fr
Ian Hall 0161 788 8991; Withington St Crispin, ABC, FiF, Fr
Patrick Davies 0161 224 3452
FiF, DIOCESE OF PORTSMOUTHFareham SS Peter and
Paul, Fareham Fr.Roger Jackson 01 329 281521; IOW: All Saints,
Godshill, and St Alban, Ventnor Fr John Ryder 01983 840895;
Good Shepherd, Lake, and St Saviour on the Cliﬀ, Shanklin, Fr John
Davies 01983 401121; Portsmouth: St James, Milton, Fr Paul
Armstead 023 9273 2786; St Michael, Paulsgrove, Fr Ian Newton
02392 378194; The Ascension, North End, Vacant (Churchwarden
02392 660123); Southsea Holy Spirit, Fr Philip Amey 023 9311
7159; Stamshaw St Saviour, vacant Churchwarden 023 92643857
FiF, DIOCESE OF ROCHESTERBeckenham St Michael,
10.45am Mass; Belvedere St Augustine, 10am Sung Mass;
Swanley St Mary, 10am Sung Mass; Bickley St George, 8am Low
Mass, 10.30am Sung Mass; ChislehurstThe Annunciation, 8am
Low Mass, 10am Sung Mass; Elmers End St James, 9.15am Mass,
10am Sung Mass; Gillingham St Luke, Parish Mass 10.30am;
Higham St John, 9.30am Sung Mass, 6.30pm Low Mass;
Sevenoaks St John, 8am Low Mass, 10am Sung Mass; Tunbridge
Wells St Barnabas, 8am Low Mass, 10am Sung Mass, 6.30pm
Benediction; all contact details from Fr Jones 020 8311 6307
FiF, DIOCESE OF ST ALBANS ABC Parishes: Bedford St
Martin, vacant; Bushey Heath St Peter, Fr Burton 020 8950 1424;
Luton: Holy Cross, Marsh Farm, Fr Beresford 01923 236174; Holy
Trinity, Biscot, Fr Singh 01582 579410; St Mary, Sundon & St
Saviour, Fr Smejkal 01582 583076; Watford St John, Fr Stevenson
01 923 236174. Other ‘safe’ parishes: Letchworth St Michael & St
Mary, Fr Bennett 01462 684822; Potters Bar St Mary & All Saints,
Fr Bevan 01707 644539 (please contact clergy for details of
services)
FiF, DIOCESE OF ST EDMUNDSBURY and IPSwICH
Heveningham Benefice Fr Tony Norton 01 986 875374; Ipswich St
Mary at the Elms, Fr.John Thackray 07780 613754. Sunday Mass
10.45amMendlesham St Mary, Fr Philip Gray 01449 766359; Eye
SS Peter and Paul - The Rev.Dr.Guy Sumpter 01 798 1986.
FiF, DIOCESE OF SHEFFIELDBolton-on-Dearne St Andrew,
vacant; Cantley St Wilfrid, Fr Andrew Howard 01302 285 316;
Doncaster Holy Trinity, Fr Stokoe 01302 371256; Edlington St John
the Baptist, Fr Edmonds 01709 858358; Goldthorpe SS John and
Mary Magdalene, Fr Schaefer 01709 898426; Hexthorpe St Jude,
Fr Edmonds 01709 858358; Hickleton St Wilfrid, Fr Schaefer 01709
898426; Hoyland St Peter, Fr Parker 01226 749231; Thurnscoe St
Hilda, vacant; Mexborough St John the Baptist, Fr Wise 01709
582321; Moorends St Wilfrith, Fr Pay 01302 784858; New Bentley
Ss Philip and James, Fr Dickinson 01302 875266; New Cantley St
Hugh, Fr Stokoe 01302 371256; New Rossington St Luke, vacant;
Ryecroft: St Nicholas, Fr.Andrew Lee 01 709 921257; Dalton: Holy
Trinity, Fr.Andrew Lee 01 709 921257; Doncaster Ss Leonard &
Jude (with St Luke) Fr Pay 01302 784858; Sheﬃeld: St Bernard,
Southey Green and St Cecilia, Parson Cross, Fr Ryder-West 0114
2493916; St Catherine, Richmond Road, vacant; St Matthew,
Carver Street, Fr.Grant Naylor 01 142 665681; St Mary,
Handsworth, Fr Johnson 01142 692403 (contact clergy for Mass
times, etc)
FiF SOUTHAMPTON Parishes (under the episcopal care
of the Bishop of Richborough) welcome you: St Barnabas,
Lodge Road (oﬀ Inner Avenue A33 London Road) Sunday: Solemn
Mass 10am, Daily Mass and other service details from Fr Barry
Fry SSC 02380 223107; Holy Trinity, Millbrook (Oﬀ A33 city centre
road from M271) Sunday: Solemn Mass10am, Midweek Mass and
other service details from Fr William Perry SSC 02380 701896
FiF, SOUTHwELL and NOTTINGHAM DIOCESE- ABC
churches: Nottingham: St Cyprian c/o Fr Hailes 0115 9873314; St
George and also St Stephen, Fr Rushforth 0115 952 3378;
St.George the Martyr, Netherfield, vacant, contact Churchwarden
Mrs.L.Barnett 0115 9526478. Worksop: St Paul, vacant; contact
Churchwarden Mrs M Winks 01909 568857; Priory Church of Our
Lady and St Cuthbert, Fr Spicer 01909 472180, who is also the
contact for SSWSH in the diocese
DIOCESE of TRURO - FIF Recommended Parishes
FALMOUTH: St. Michael & All Angels, Penwerris, Fr. M. Mesley –
01326 218947; PENRYN: St. Gluvius, Fr.S.Wales – 01326 378638;
ST. DAY: Holy Trinity, (AB) Fr.Simon Bone - 01 209 822862; TRURO:
St. George, Fr. C. Epps – 01827 272630

News from Forward in Faith
Colin Podmore reports on recent developments

Bishops of
the Society
The Bishop of Beverley
PROVINCE OF YORK (EXCEPT BLACKBURN AND LEEDS)

The Right Revd Glyn Webster
Holy Trinity Rectory, Micklegate, York YO1 6LE
01904 628155 oﬃce@seeofbeverley.org.uk
www.seeofbeverley.org.uk

The Bishop of Burnley
BLACKBURN

The Right Revd Philip North CMP
Diocesan Oﬃces, Clayton House, Walker Oﬃce Park,
Blackburn, BB1 2QE 01254 503087
bishop.burnley@blackburn.anglican.org

The Bishop of Chichester
CHICHESTER

The Right Revd Dr Martin Warner SSC
The Palace, Chichester PO19 1PY 01243 782161
bishop.chichester@chichester.anglican.org

T

he National Assembly met in the Church of St Alban the Martyr, Holborn,
on Saturday 14 November. Edited versions of the sermon preached at the
Mass and some of the addresses to the Assembly are published elsewhere
in this issue.

The Bishop of Ebbsfleet
PROVINCE OF CANTERBURY (WEST)

The Right Revd Jonathan Goodall SSC
Hill House, The Mount, Caversham,
Reading RG4 7RE 0118 948 1038
bishop@ebbsfleet.org.uk www.ebbsfleet.org.uk

The Assembly made a number of amendments to the Constitution of Forward
in Faith – in many cases to update it to take account of recent developments.
Perhaps the most significant for branches is that it is now a requirement that only
those who are members of Forward in Faith can be officers of a branch of Forward
in Faith. Branch officers have control of funds for which, although they can only be
expended by the branches, the Trustees of Forward in Faith are accountable. In
proposing the amendment the Council took the view that those who control the
Organisation’s funds must be members of the Organisation. The Constitution, as
amended, is available on this page of the website:
www.forwardinfaith.com/aboutus.php

The Bishop of Fulham
LONDON & SOUTHWARK

The Right Revd Jonathan Baker
The Vicarage, 5 St Andrew St, London EC4A 3AF
020 7932 1130 bishop.fulham@london.anglican.org
www.bishopoﬀulham.org.uk

The Bishop of Richborough
PROVINCE OF CANTERBURY: EAST (EXCEPT CHICHESTER,
LONDON & SOUTHWARK); EUROPE

The Right Revd Norman Banks SSC
Parkside House, Abbey Mill Lane, St Albans AL3 4HE
01727 836358 bishop@richborough.org.uk www.richborough.org.uk

The Bishop of Wakefield
LEEDS

The Right Revd Tony Robinson SSC
Pontefract Ho, 181A Manygates Lane, Wakefield WF2 7DR
01924 250781 bishop.tony@westyorkshiredales.anglican.org

The Assembly passed the following resolution unanimously:
‘That this Assembly welcome the Archbishop of Canterbury’s decision to call
a meeting of the Primates of the Anglican Communion and his invitation to
the Archbishop of the Anglican Church in North America, and assure
Archbishop Justin and his fellow Primates of our best wishes and prayers.’
Moving the motion on behalf of the Council of Forward in Faith, Fr David
Houlding spoke of our commitment to the visible unity of the Church and pointed
out that maintaining and deepening the unity of the Anglican Communion is an
important contribution to this. The Anglican Church in North America (ACNA),
formed in 2009, consists of 29 dioceses. These include the Anglo-Catholic Dioceses
of Fort Worth, Quincy, and San Joaquin, all of which had withdrawn from The
Episcopal Church; and also the Missionary Diocese of All Saints, formed for
members of Forward in Faith North America in other parts of the USA who had
similarly left The Episcopal Church.
Anne Gray, who has been employed for the past twelve months as Forward in
Faith’s national Elections Officer, introduced new and returning members of the
Catholic Group. She commented that the fact that many non-Catholic electors had
given high preferences to Catholic candidates was a positive sign, attributable to the
quality of their election addresses and the range of their interests. It was announced
that grant funding has enabled Forward in Faith to appoint Mrs Gray to the new
role of Projects Officer for the Council of Bishops of The Society, for three years
from January 2016.
The 2016 National Assembly will be held at the Church of St Alban the Martyr,
Holborn, on Saturday 19 November: Solemn Eucharist at 10.30 am, Benediction at
4.30 pm.

The Right Revd Roger Jupp SSC
(SUPERIOR-GENERAL , CONFRATERNITY OF THE BLESSED SACRAMENT )

St Laurence’s Vicarage, Regent Street, Long Eaton,
Nottingham NG10 1JX
0115 973 5168 rajupp1@hotmail.com

The Right Revd David Farrer
(formerly Bishop of Wangaratta)
The Right Revd John Gaisford SSC
(formerly Bishop of Beverley)
The Right Revd John Goddard SSC
(formerly Bishop of Burnley)
The Right Revd Dr John Hind
(formerly Bishop of Chichester)
The Right Revd Martyn Jarrett SSC
(formerly Bishop of Beverley)
The Right Revd Robert Ladds SSC
(formerly Bishop of Whitby)
The Right Revd Michael Langrish
(formerly Bishop of Exeter)
The Right Revd Peter Ramsden
(formerly Bishop of Port Moresby)
The Right Revd Nicholas Reade
(formerly Bishop of Blackburn)
The Right Revd Dr Geoﬀrey Rowell
(formerly Bishop of Gibraltar in Europe
The Right Revd John Salt OGS
(formerly Bishop of St Helena)
The Right Revd Lindsay Urwin OGS
(formerly Bishop of Horsham)
The Right Revd Peter Wheatley
(formerly Bishop of Edmonton)
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Subscribe to
New Directions
NEW DIRECTIONS is sent free of charge
to all members of Forward in Faith UK *
To join Forward in Faith or subscribe to New DirecTioNs,
please print oﬀ and post the forms on the website
(www.forwardinfaith.com) or complete the form below
as applicable:

i wish to subscribe to New DirecTioNs as:

A Member of Forward in Faith UK
individual Membership: £30
concessionary: £15
concessionary: £21
Family Membership: £42
i am a UK Taxpayer please send me a Gift Aid form
Or
A NEW DIRECTIONS Subscriber
europe: £45
rest of the world: £55
UK: £30
i enclose payment of £ ..............................
cheques payable to Forward in Faith

CREDIT/DEBIT CARD PAYMENTS
BY TELEPHONE ONLY - MONDAY, WEDNESDAY OR FRIDAY, 9.30 AM
TO 4 PM.

Name.............................................................................................
Address..........................................................................................
......................................................................................................
.....................................................Post Code/Zip ...........................
TO: Forward in Faith, 2A The Cloisters, Gordon Square, London
WC1H 0AG. Tel: 020 7388 3588 Fax: 020 7387 3539
Admin.assistant@forwardinfaith.com
If you do not have a UK bank account, please contact us to discuss payment
methods by email (Admin.assistant@forwardinfaith.com) or telephone
(020 7388 3588 – Monday, Wednesday or Friday, 9.30 am to 4 pm)
* Members of Forward in Faith Wales – Credo Cymru
who are not also members of Forward in Faith UK
should contact their Membership Secretary

newdirections

Classified Ads rates
£20 for 1 month
(up to 50 words)
£40 for 2 months
£40 for 3 months
Series of advertisements in excess
of three months will also be
charged at £20 per month
with every third month free
Additional words will be charged at 50
pence each for one month,
£1 each for two or three months etc.

Contact the Advertising
Manager: Mike Silver
57 Century Road, Rainham,
Kent ME8 0BQ
01634 401611
email m.silver@breathe.com

CAR SUPPLIERS – PRIORY AUTOMOTIVE Priory
are the Christian car suppliers who can
provide any new or used car at the very best
price. Let them take the hassle out of your
next car purchase, all vehicles are fully
checked before free delivery to your door.
Part exchange a pleasure and budgets to suit
all. Please call 0114 2559696 or visit
www.prioryautomotive.com
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EDENHAM REGIONAL HOUSE RETREAT CENTRE
nr Bourne Lincs. Near Peterborough. En
suite accommodation in beautiful Georgian
Rectory in ABC parishes. Individuals and
small groups are most welcome. Private
Chapel and spacious rooms are available for
day visits, disabled facilities, self-catering flat.
Contact Fr Andy Hawes, ERH Church Lane
Edenham, Lincs PE10 OLS, 01778 591358 athawes@tiscali. co.uk

